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We took a few remarkable steps to give you the smoothest path to DTV.

As you begin planning your move to digital television (DTV), you'll want a partner who can give you the quickest, easiest and safest path possible. Harris would like to be your partner.

From the start of the revolution leading to DTV, we have had only one goal—to give you the smoothest path. So we've been willing to take the hardest steps ourselves, from developing the RF test bed used by the ATTC to evaluate every HDTV system proposed for the U.S., to delivering the proven DTV transmitters operating on the air today.

The list of Harris' "firsts" is long. But they all add up to one simple benefit for you. No matter where DTV technology takes us, you can count on Harris for proven solutions. To learn what numerous major groups who have DTV Transmitter Equipment Agreements with Harris have discovered, please call. Find out how you can count on Harris to help you make the leap to tomorrow. Today.

Harris Corporation
Broadcast Division
US and Canada
Phone: 1 217 222-8200
FAX: 1 217 224-1439
Elsewhere
Phone: 1 217 222-8290
FAX: 1 217 224-2764
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THEY DON'T CARE WHO MAKES
THE MOST RELIABLE VIDEO
LIBRARIES. YOU SHOULD.

Reliability is the most important benefit of any on-air presentation system. Since its introduction, our TCS45 automated video library has proven to be one of the most reliable presentation systems on the market. Our fault tolerant design includes important features like built-in error detection and recovery, integral backup systems, and a design that provides 100% duty-cycle operation. Add our CacheMachine™ option to the TCS45 and you get all the synergistic benefits of video tape and digital disk cache storage. We're delivering the best value from both tape and disk technologies right now. Your viewers still won't care about the video library you're using, but now you have several important reasons to give us a call.

TCS45: A compact video library with field-proven results. The TCS45 is a turnkey solution for a wide range of broadcast, satellite, and cable applications. It's ideal for automated on-air presentation and may include digital disk cache to increase productivity, reliability, and reduce maintenance. With our CacheMachine™ software, the TCS45 provides archive storage for more than 5,000 spots and can still provide program playback. For added flexibility, we offer the XR800 external device controller, allowing control of two external tape machines of different formats. The TCS45 with CacheMachine is like a television station in a box.
As I sit at my desk on New Year’s Eve, fellow editor Ted Uzzle and I are reminiscing about the earlier days of broadcasting. Ted is editor of Sound and Video Contractor magazine and was replaying some of his earliest memories of television and his father’s career as a TV chief engineer at WRAL-TV, Raleigh, NC, as well as other stations. The stories brought to mind my own career with broadcasting and how the industry has changed in (what seems to us) a relatively short time.

My first memory of a TV show was an afternoon broadcast of Mr. Wizard. I must have been only seven, but I still recall clearly the experiments he conducted and how fascinated I was with the whole process of television. To this day, I remember one of his demonstrations showing how to attach a string to an ice cube and have shown it to my children.

In our nostalgic recollections of television’s early-era local programming, the shows were comical by today’s standards. Whether it was Major Astro in his plywood space ship or Captain 5 in his submarine complete with periscope, children (ourselves included) were introduced to television as a friend. Who (over the age of 40) doesn’t fondly recall shows like Wizzo the Clown, Sky King, Hop Along Cassidy, Roy Rogers and Dale Evans, Captain Kangaroo or a hundred other black-and-white shows from early television?

Although we now have color and improved images, I still use a B&W television in my den on a daily basis. I admit I wouldn’t want to be limited to watching B&W images in my living room, but my little TV set gets all the shows I want and it has never needed a software update.

This brings me to my New Year’s thought. I believe that new doesn’t necessarily mean better. Those stations that were the first to adopt color are not all the number one stations in their markets today. There may have been some early gains to being first, especially with the visible difference in B&W and color and the promotion that went with the technology.

But today, the broadcast market is vastly different. Viewers are more sophisticated. More entertainment sources exist providing viewers with more options. Despite all the hype we’ve seen, I don’t believe that simply being first with DTV will translate into high ratings or guaranteed financial success.

The choice to go color was an easy one. The choice to go DTV isn’t quite so clear. The answer is probably yes. The more difficult question is when.

So, will your station be the first to go DTV in your market? Why?

Brad Dick, editor

SPECIAL NOTE: We begin this new year with several new column writers. To introduce them to you, we’ve provided the authors’ photos. So look for your favorite columns along with the writer’s photo, and don’t miss the new additions to our award-winning BE editorial staff.
When news breaks.  
Be there first with Philips

DVCPRO LDK 700 camcorder.  
Your go-anywhere digital companion.  
The new LDK 700 camcorder from Philips BTS. The heart of the new all digital DVCPRO system. Bringing exceptional levels of compactness, convenience and fast on-air digital performance to video journalism. With it’s DVCPRO metal particle tape cassettes that give up to 63 minutes’ digital sound and video recording. LDK 700 and DVCPRO. With a cost of ownership that’s significantly lower than today’s accepted analog broadcast standard systems! Call toll free 1-800-962-4287 (For immediate information faxed to you, press option 4) to find out more about DVCPRO from Philips Broadcast Television Systems Company.
ATV vs. the World Wide Wait

Recently, I was on a review committee for a small TV station interviewing candidates for the CE position. We were talking with a 20-year computer veteran who was reluctantly considering changing careers. He said, "Oh sure, some day we’ll have millions of colors and full-motion, full-screen video at the touch of a button." He was seated next to a 13-inch TV. I thought to myself, "All he has to do is turn around and touch THAT button, and he'll find out it's been here for years."

In your editorial (BE November 1996), you quoted a reader who claims "the Internet and web technology already supersedes your so-called ATV." If that reader knows the URL, I hope he will invite us all over to his place to watch the Super Bowl on his PC.

Dave McFadden

Simplify

Oh brother! I truly appreciate the folks who prefer to keystroke their way through software, but hey . . . you’re computer-literate! (See “Editorial,” BE April 1996.) You’re also “computer-friendly,” and you’re certainly not intimidat-ed by any menacing CRTs. However, there are so many changes in our industry, many or most of which involve computers/software/firmware or whatever-ware, that many of today’s operators and technicians are simply overwhelmed! The key word here is “operator,” the backbone of our stations, and it’s our job as maintenance technicians to keep their job as simple and error-free as possible. One of the devices we use is the simplicity of "plastic poop" . . . uh, er, the mouse.

When we can find a way to eliminate computer-phobia, or better yet, educate everyone who (wants to/doesn’t want to) learn the finer points of DOS/C/UNIX/whatever, let me know. I want to make some real money in my lifetime!

Dave Morrison, Maintenance Technician, WQED, Pittsburgh

Cable Connectors

I read with great interest the article “Connecting in the Analog/Digital Audio World” in your September issue (see main article “Distributing Digital Audio,” p. 32). Mr. Weingartner makes a number of important points regarding cable and connector quality when handling AES/EBU digital audio.

However, I must disagree with his description of a good digital audio cable having "a tightly wound spiral shield with at least 97% persistent coverage." None of Belden’s digital audio cables have spiral shields for a number of reasons.

First, we believe that spiral shields act like inductors, because they are continuous coils of wire. This inductance limits them usually to analog audio cables (below 20kHz). Spiral (also called serve) shields are notorious for “opening up” when the cable is bent, reducing shield effectiveness. It’s also impossible to get a single spiral with 97% coverage as Mr. Weingartner suggests.

Perhaps he’s thinking of the so-called Reussen shield, common in European cables, which is two spiral shields wound in reverse direction one over the other. This design does reduce the inductive affect, reduce (but not eliminate) the opening of the shields when the cable is bent, and can approach the 97% coverage that Mr. Weingartner desires.

The one key failing of a Reussen shield is high-frequency shielding, which is surpassed at 10MHz by a simple foil shield. Foil is 100% coverage, a lot cheaper to apply, and makes the cable smaller in diameter. All of Belden’s AES/EBU cables are foil shielded with one exception, the 1696A, which is foil-and-braid construction, for good low- and high-frequency shielding.

Thanks for an otherwise excellent article and an always interesting magazine.

Stephen H. Lampen
Belden Technology Development Manager
Leading edge performance has been a defining feature of Audio Precision products since the inception of our company in 1984. Thousands of our System One audio analyzers are in use world-wide, selected by design engineers for high performance and by test engineers for our comprehensive programmable analog and digital audio measurement capabilities.

Now our System Two true Dual Domain audio analyzer joins the System One, setting a new standard for performance and flexibility in audio frequency test & measurement.

System Two is a true Dual Domain analyzer. Other test instruments may have both analog and digital inputs and outputs ... but they’re not true Dual Domain! They rely on performance-limiting converters to pass analog signals back and forth to a DSP core of digital-only hardware. Passing signals through A/D or D/A converters for every measurement robs the test instrument of performance. System Two includes separate, independent hardware for direct audio measurement in both domains, plus additional and extensive interface measurement capability including jitter measurements, eye patterns and all other parameters described in AES3, the serial audio interface standard.

The new standard of System Two is represented by performance specifications such as guaranteed analog generator and analyzer residual THD+N of <18 dB, guaranteed analog signal flatness of ±0.01 dB for the generator and analyzer, and 24-bit digital signal generation with 48-bit FFT dynamic range.

From aircraft to automobiles, satellites to cell phones, headsets to hearing aids, System Two represents a new standard for audio frequency test & measurement applications. Compare for yourself—our worldwide force of representatives will be pleased to provide comprehensive specifications and a true Dual Domain on-site demonstration.
ATSC applauds FCC DTV decision
The Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) applauded the FCC’s decision to adopt the major elements of the ATSC digital TV standard for the next-generation of broadcast television. Under the decision, video and audio compression, packetized data transport structure, and the modulation and transmission system specified in the ATSC standard are mandated by the commission for use by terrestrial broadcasters. The specific video formats to be used will be the subject of voluntary industry standards.

According to Robert Graves, ATSC chairman, “With an approved standard and voluntary agreements on picture formats firmly in hand, broadcasters, manufacturers and consumers can invest in digital television with confidence that a universal, cost-effective digital system will be deployed, preserving the benefits of free over-the-air television for decades to come.”

Although the standard has been adopted, the FCC’s work is not yet complete. It will need to finalize channel assignments early next year and issue service rules so that the implementation of DTV can begin in earnest.

SCTE submits standards to ANSI
The digital video transmission standard for cable television has been adopted by the Society of Cable Telecommunications Engineers’ digital video subcommittee and approved by the SCTE’s standards supervisory group, the engineering committee. The standard will be submitted to the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) for recognition as a new American National Standard. The standard, SCTE DVS 031, describes the framing structure, channel coding and channel modulation for a digital multiserve TV distribution system that is specific to a cable channel.

The system can be used transparently with the distribution from a satellite channel, as many cable systems are fed directly from satellite downlinks. The cable channel, which is typically distributed over optical fiber, is primarily regarded as a bandwidth-limited linear channel, with a balanced combination of white noise, interference and multipath distortion. The quadrature amplitude modulation technique used, together with adaptive equalization and concatenated coding, is well-suited to this application. The specs cover the 64 and 256 QAM. Most features of both modulations schemes are the same. The design of the modulation, interleaving and coding is based upon testing and characterization of cable systems in North America.

To obtain a copy of the standard, contact SCTE director of standards Ted Woo at 610-363-6888 or via fax at 610-363-7133. Meeting schedules for SCTE standard developing subcommittees are listed on the society’s web site at www.scte.org.

Take a course on phased array antennas
The University Consortium for Continuing Education (UCCE) is sponsoring a three-day course on phased array antennas from Feb. 26-28 in San Jose, CA. For additional information and a course brochure, call Joleen Packman at 818-995-6335 or fax 818-995-2932 or E-mail info@ucce.edu.

American technology and consumers achieve victory in digital TV battle
The Consumer Electronics Manufacturers Association (CEMA) applauds the December DTV agreement. According to CEMA president Gary Shapiro, “This historic agreement clears the way for final FCC adoption of the ATSC digital TV standard by the end of this year. This, in turn, will give TV receiver manufacturers the clarity and certainty they need to bring the first digital HDTV receivers to market beginning in 1998.”

The parties agreed that the FCC should adopt all but one-half page of the six-page standard. To obtain computer industry support for the standard, the parties agreed that they would not recommend that the FCC formally adopt the section on setting the 18 video formats for interlaced and progression scanning.

Beyond the video formats, the ATSC standard assures compatibility for the industry in digital compression techniques, MPEG and other technical areas. More importantly, the standard assures consumers that the television they purchase will work with all broadcasts across the country.

Web site offers on-line source on the telecommunications industry
NewsPage, a service of Individual, Inc., is a free on-line resource to keep tabs on the latest news in the telecommunications industry. By logging onto www.newspage.com and bookmarking NewsPages’ telecommunications page, you can get industry information daily.

NewsPage filters more than 20,000 stories from more than 600 leading news sources every night, categorizing them by industry and topic. Once users have bookmarked their topics, NewsPage’s filtering technology searches for only the stories that are relevant.

For information, call Nicole Santoro or Keith Watson of Schwartz Communications at 617-431-0770.
Make headlines
make deadlines

Serving the news journalist
Clipbox™ means journalists can view and even edit video alongside text on their own terminals.

Serving the news director
Clipbox means instant running order changes, graphics integration, re-edits, playout, re-cues, skips and freezes.

Serving the news engineer
Clipbox means total integration with news and automation systems - and high reliability, low maintenance.

Serving the news editor
Clipbox means powerful, interactive non-linear picture and sound editing with pen and tablet.

The world's most advanced video server

Call our 24 hour Clipbox Hotline now: 1 800 218 0051 Ext. 467
Quantel Inc., 28 Thorndal Circle, Darien, CT 06820 Tel: (203) 656 3100 Fax: (203) 656 3459 http://www.quantel.com
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On Dec. 24, the FCC adopted a standard for digital television (DTV), which reflects a consensus agreement among the broadcasting, equipment manufacturing and computer industries. The standard allows transmission of one or two high-definition TV programs; four, five or more standard definition TV programs at a visual quality better than the current analog signal; many CD-quality audio signals; and the delivery of large amounts of data. The standard doesn't include requirements with respect to scanning formats, aspect ratios and lines of resolution.

By adopting the DTV standard, the commission concluded that it will serve the public interest and bring benefits to American consumers. This decision was based on a careful weighing and balancing of the following goals and objectives previously articulated in the FCC's DTV proceedings:

1. To ensure that all affected parties have sufficient confidence and certainty in order to promote the smooth introduction of a free and universally available digital broadcast TV service;
2. To increase the availability of new products and services to consumers through the introduction of digital broadcasting;

Adoption of the DTV standard is the first in a series intended to usher in the next era of broadcast services.

3. To ensure that the rules encourage technological innovation and competition; and
4. To minimize regulation and assure that any regulations adopted remain in effect no longer than necessary.

The FCC's December action is the first in a series intended to usher in the next era of broadcast services. Future actions will decide various policy issues created by the introduction of digital broadcast service, provide for channel allotments and determine the assignment of channels to eligible parties.

Kid-vid obligations began in January

Commercial TV broadcasters are reminded that some, but not all, of a TV licensee's obligations under the recently adopted children's TV guidelines, went into effect in January.

Although the obligation to provide at least three hours of children's programming doesn't take effect until September 1997, the obligation to comply with the new guidelines began in January. Included in these obligations are the following requirements for commercial TV licensees:

- Stations must have an on-air identification at the beginning of each program designed to meet the educational and informational needs of children. Although the major networks held meetings in an effort to reach agreement on a logo for this purpose, they failed to do so.
- Provide to the publishers of TV program guides information regarding the station's core programming, alternative children's programming and the age of the target audience of such programs.
- Place completed children's TV programming reports in the station's local public file on a quarterly basis, by no later than the 10th day of the quarter following the quarter to which the report applies.
- Each station periodically must make on-air announcements indicating the existence and location of its children's programming reports.
- The quarterly children's TV programming report, reflecting the licensees children's programming efforts during the preceding quarter, will be prepared on FCC Form 398. Form 398 has been designed by the FCC, but hasn't yet been approved for use. TV licensees would be advised to rely on the proposed FCC Form 398 in meeting their record-keeping requirements.

Harry C. Martin and Richard Estevez are attorneys with Fletcher, Heald & Hildreth, P.L.C., Rosslyn, VA.

Dateline

TV stations in Kentucky and Tennessee must file their renewal applications on or before April 1, 1997. Commercial TV stations in the following states must file their annual ownership reports by April 1, 1997: Delaware, Indiana, Kentucky, Pennsylvania, Tennessee and Texas.
D5. The best Digital Video deck for today...

About 1/2 the cost of other HD recording systems*

D5 recording/playback and D3 playback

Editing and Slow motion in HD

HD recording on 1/2" cassette tape

Most Cost-effective high definition recording system


...and for the next generation—HDTV

D-5 is the highest quality component digital videotape recorder available. Its uncompressed, 10-bit recording is the cost-effective solution for the most demanding high-end recording and post-production applications.

Now, it is also the cost-effective system for the next generation—High Definition. Panasonic’s new Digital HD Processor turns your D-5 deck into an HD VTR for about 1/2 the price of any HD recording option available, today or in the foreseeable future.

D-5. The best in digital today—and the best for the next generation.

* compared to existing 1" HD and D5 recording systems.

For more information call: 1-800-528-8601 (Upon request enter product code 24)
transition to digital

By Jerry Whitaker

JPEG: What's it all about?

Virtually all applications of video and visual communication deal with an enormous amount of data. Because of this, compression is an integral part of most modern digital video applications.

A number of existing and proposed video compression systems employ a combination of processing techniques. Any scheme that realizes widespread adoption can enjoy economies of scale and reduce market confusion. Timing is an element that is critical to market acceptance of any standard. If a standard is selected well ahead of market demand, more cost-effective or higher-performance approaches may become available before the market takes off.

A standard can be similarly academic if it's established after alternative schemes have become well-entrenched in the marketplace.

These forces are shaping the video technology of the future. Any number of scenarios have been postulated as to the hardware and software that will drive the digital facility of the year 2000. One thing is certain, however: they will revolve around compressed video and audio signals.

In the following months in this column, we'll examine some of the better-known video compression schemes. The examination, while not complete or exhausting, is designed to provide the reader with a starting point for further investigation. The area of video compression is rapidly developing and numerous technical documents are available from the sponsoring standards-setting organizations. For more info see:


We begin our discussion on video compression with the standard produced by the Joint Photographic Experts Group, better known as JPEG.

JPEG: The standard

Because the JPEG standard is the product of a committee, it's not surprising that it includes more than one fixed encoding/decoding scheme. It can be thought of as containing a family of related compression techniques from which designers can choose, based on suitability for the application under consideration. The four primary JPEG family members are: sequential DCT-based; progressive DCT-based; sequential lossless; and hierarchical. Additional JPEG schemes have come into practice as a result of adapting JPEG to other environments.

JPEG is designed for still images and offers reduction ratios between 10:1 and 50:1. The algorithm is symmetrical, making the time for encoding and decoding essentially the same. There is no need for motion compensation, and there is no provision for audio in the basic standard.

The JPEG specification, as well as the MPEG-1 and MPEG-2 specifications, are often described as a "tool kit" of compression techniques. Before looking at specifics, it will be useful to examine some of the basics.

Compresssion techniques

A compression system reduces the volume of data by exploiting spatial and temporal redundancies and by eliminating the data that cannot be displayed suitably by the associated display or imaging devices. The main objective of compression is to retain as little data as possible, but sufficient to reproduce the original without causing unacceptable distortion. An image compression system consists of the following components:

- Digitization, sampling and segmentation: Conversion of analog signals on a regular grid of picture elements; division of video input first into frames and then into blocks.
- Redundancy reduction: Decorrelation of data into fewer useful databits using some invertible transformation techniques.
- Entropy reduction: Representation of digital data using fewer bits by dropping less significant information. This component causes distortion and it's the main contributor in lossy compression.
- Entropy coding: Assignment of code words (bit strings) of shorter length to more likely image symbols and code words of longer length to less likely symbols in order to minimize the average number of bits needed to code an image.

Key terms include the following:

- Motion compensation: The coding of video segments with consideration to their displacements in successive frames.
- Spatial correlation: The correlation of elements within a still-image or a video frame for the purpose of bit-rate reduction.
- Spectral correlation: The correlation of different color components of image elements for the purpose of bit-
rate reduction.

- **Temporal correlation**: The correlation between successive frames of a video file for bit-rate reduction.
- **Quantization compression**: Dropping the less significant bits of image values to achieve higher compression.
- **Intraframe coding**: The encoding of a video frame by exploiting spatial redundancy within the frame.
- **Interframe coding**: The encoding of a frame by predicting its elements from elements of the previous frame.

The removal of spatial and temporal redundancies that exist in video imagery is essentially a lossless process. Given the correct techniques, an exact replica of the image can be reproduced at the viewing end of the system. These methods usually only realize about a 2:1 compression efficiency. For video, a much higher compression ratio is required. By exploiting the inherent limitations of the human visual system (HVS), compression ratios of 50:1 or more can be realized. These limitations include:

- limited luminance and color response;
- reduced sensitivity to noise in high frequencies, such as at the edges of objects; and
- reduced sensitivity to noise in brighter areas of the image.

The goal is to discard all information in the image that isn't absolutely necessary from the standpoint of what the HVS is capable of resolving. Such a system can be described as *psycho*visually lossless.

**DCT and JPEG**

The discrete cosine transform (DCT) is one of the building blocks of the JPEG standard. All JPEG DCT-based coders start by portioning the input image into non-overlapping blocks of 8x8 picture elements. The 8-bit samples are then level-shifted so that the values range from -128 to +127. A fast Fourier transform is then applied to shift the elements into the frequency domain. Huffman coding is mandatory in a base-line system; other arithmetic techniques can be used for entropy coding in other JPEG modes. The JPEG specification is independent of color or gray scale. A color image is typically encoded and decoded in the YUV color space.

---

**Figure 1. Block diagram of a sequential DCT codec.**

---

“**LOOK WILCOX, THE DIGITAL COMMUNICATIONS TREND IS CATCHING ON EVERYWHERE,**” WHISPERED SNELL.
transition to digital

with four pixels of Y for each U, V pair.

In the sequential DCT-based mode, processing components are transmitted or stored as they are calculated in one single pass. Figure 1 provides a simplified block diagram of the coding system.

The progressive DCT-based mode can be convenient when it takes a perceptibly long time to send and decode the image. With progressive-DCT-based coding, the picture will first appear blocky, and the details will subsequently appear. A viewer can linger on an interesting picture and watch the details come into view or may move onto something else, making this scheme well-suited, for example, for the Internet.

In the lossless mode, the decoder reproduces an exact copy of the digitized input image. The compression ratio varies with picture content. The varying compression ratio is not a problem for sending still photos, but presents significant challenges for images that must be viewed in real-time.

The efficiency of JPEG coding for still images led to the development of motion-JPEG (M-JPEG) for video applications, primarily studio use. Motion-JPEG uses intraframe compression, where each frame is treated as an individual signal, and a series of frames is basically a stream of JPEG signals. The benefit of this construction is easy editing, making the standard a good choice for non-linear editing applications. Also, any individual frame is self-supporting and can be accessed as a stand-alone image. The intraframe system is based, again, on DCT. Because a picture with high-frequency detail will generate more data than a picture with low detail, the data stream will vary. This is problematic for most real-time systems, which would prefer to see a constant data rate at the expense of varying levels of quality. The symmetry in complexity of decoders and encoders is another consideration in this regard.

The major disadvantage of motion-JPEG is bandwidth and storage requirements. Because stand-alone frames are coded, there is no opportunity to code only the differences between frames (to remove redundancies).

The motion-JPEG standard in its basic form addresses only the video component. Many problems experienced by users concerning portability of M-JPEG streams stem from the methods used to include audio in the data stream. Because the location of the audio may vary from one unit to the next, decoder problems aren't uncommon.

Next month, we will examine in some detail transform coding, which forms the basis of M-JPEG and MPEG compression systems.

Jerry Whitaker is a consulting editor for Broadcast Engineering magazine.

"CLEARLY THE RESULT OF AN EARLY EXPERIMENT IN COMPRESSION..." MUSED WILCOX.
EXPLORE THE DIGITAL FUTURE WITH SNELL & WILCOX

Marvel at the stunning wide-screen pictures!

SNELL & WILCOX
Engineering with Vision

Circle (6) on Free Info Card
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Overcoming barriers to change

There are a lot of magazine articles with examples of how companies have won competitive victories with new organizational strategies or new technology. Upper-level managers often read these articles and become frustrated with their own facilities. These frustrated managers feel that they are spending equal amounts of money on new technologies or trying new work methods without getting the edge that other companies seem to enjoy.

When these feelings strike, what happens? The big bosses turn to their middle managers and want to know what’s holding the company back. When an answer isn’t found, a scapegoating process often starts.

Before putting the blame for disappointing results on staff or the middle manager, they should explore other reasons why victory hasn’t been achieved. One cause could be that life-cycle barriers to change have been erected. A second explanation may be that a few managers or workers are resisting new technology or new work methods.

Are you facing life-cycle barriers?

Life-cycle processes occur over time and usually go unnoticed on a daily basis. These barriers can be related to a generation of managers and workers that have become entrenched in the organization. They created a culture that protects them from the outside world.

Years pass and the world changes as new competitors emerge, markets mature and economic conditions shift. People become trapped in their culture of denial and don’t see what’s really happening around them. (Refer to “Is your company blocked?” to see if your company is facing barriers.)

Another possible barrier is that many people resist change in passive and active ways. In the passive vein, they don’t seek new and improved ways to manage or work. In the active vein, they sabotage efforts to improve work methods or bring about innovations in the way people communicate or make decisions.

Bringing in new perspectives

Bringing about change often requires new perspectives toward how work is done. Existing managers and staff can be retrained and new staff with the appropriate knowledge and attitude can be recruited into the company or resisters to change can be replaced.

Focused retraining may be the best first step a company can take. Training, however, is expensive and often ineffectual if not properly selected. Sources of training need to be carefully evaluated on content and results.

It’s doubtful that a singular approach is sufficient to reform a company. Training alone won’t make existing managers into gurus. Nor will new blood succeed without working within the existing organization structure and culture. Entry-level staff may not know enough about the business or management to effect organizational metamorphosis on their own.

Retraining may create some converts. New upper-level managers may already be believers and new college graduates may be zealous. But both will face resistance unless the quest for a competitive advantage is a company-wide goal.

The biggest lesson we can learn from the last three decades is that organizational change doesn’t come easy. Rebuilding to be more competitive is a long and difficult task, but the real challenge is dealing with the human side of the equation.

Much of the burden for implementing change often falls on middle managers. Change takes time, patience and hard work. It also requires that somebody take action to identify life-cycle barriers. Be realistic, honest and diplomatic. Even though doing nothing seems easy, in the long run, it’s the harder of the roads.

Michael Erbschloe is a management consultant, author and technical editor and teaches management courses at Oklahoma State University.

Is your company blocked?

1. Are new ideas being generated by your staff?
2. Do managers respond by supporting new ideas?
3. Do staff respond by accepting and trying new ideas?
4. Are new work methods frequently tried in your company?
5. Are new technologies evaluated for use in your company?

If you answer no to these questions, then you may have a cultural block to innovation in your company.

Michael Erbschloe
IMPROVED AUTO-TRACKING INSURES UNINTERRUPTED OPERATION.

OUR OPTICAL WIRELESS, BI-DIRECTIONAL SYSTEM EXPANDS YOUR COVERAGE.

Canobeam is an optical wireless, high-quality transmission system that features fast set-up time for up to four video paths, optimum flexibility, 2/2 or 3/1 (3 sc cameras with return video), path security, freedom from interference and remote operation with uninterrupted monitoring of all video and audio channels.

No FCC license is required to operate this bi-directional, multi-channel system which can free-up valuable microwave channels, transmit up to 2.5 miles, and features a bandwidth of 500 MHz.

A unique Auto-Tracking Adjustment System insures uninterrupted operation even from the tops of buildings prone to sway and vibration to provide continuous, high quality communications.

A built-in "videc camera" feature automatically sets-up the bi-directional HS-40B Heads.

The CA-30N Transceiver Control unit provides a maximum of 4 channels of video (8 channels of audio) plus 2 channels for intercom, so video can be sent back and forth from one point to another, with full communications and enhanced production values.

As live broadcasting becomes an increasingly important requirement for news, sports and special events coverage, broadcasters can benefit from Canobeam's unique advantages.

For more information on Canobeam please call Canon's Broadcast Division at 1-800-321-4388.

DISCOVER CANOBEAM'S ADVANTAGES:

- Free-Up Valuable Microwave Channels.
- License-Free Operation.

Canon

Web site @ http://www.usa.canon.com
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This is the first installment of a new column in Broadcast Engineering titled “Computers and Networks.” My name is Brad Gilmer, and I’ve been a broadcaster most of my life. In this column, we’ll explore the technical and business aspects of computers and networking that continue to change and reshape the TV industry.

I don’t know about you, but in the mid ’80s, my life changed. That’s when my company got its first real computer network. Before that, I had fiddled with computers both personally and professionally. But the year that we got a network, things changed. The ability to exchange files between computers, to store files in a central location and to develop shared databases gave us a whole new set of tools to support our business.

The list of possible uses for computers and networking continues to expand as speeds increase and costs fall. The technology has affected the way we create, move and store media. It has changed the dominant companies in the market, the people we hire and the jobs that they do. It has the potential to change our core business itself.

Video networking brings many unique challenges to the computer world, some of which we cannot easily deal with using current technology.

What’s different about video?

There are three aspects of video that make it challenging. The first is that it’s big. The computer world has dealt with big files in the past. Large databases can approach several gigabytes, but there are only a few files of this size in a typical system. Video applications can produce hundreds of files this size or larger. When you start moving a number of large files through a computer or over a network, it’s pretty easy to exceed the capabilities of a system.

The second is that video is impatient — it can’t wait. Some people refer to this characteristic as being isochronous, meaning that it’s a continuous stream. For many applications, computer designers and programmers have been able to momentarily suspend one task while they dealt with another, an occurrence computer designers refer to as an interrupt. Interrupts have allowed computer designers to take care of critical housekeeping tasks, such as refreshing the screen or updating the system clock. However, when the programmer puts the computer on hold to take care of another task, it can produce a glitch in the video that the average viewer would notice. An interesting sideline is that human beings are much more sensitive to glitches in audio than video. Unfortunately, audio processing and switching issues seem to be much more difficult to resolve than video issues.

A third characteristic that makes video challenging is that it seldom travels alone. It usually must be synchronized with multiple audio files, closed-caption files, edit decision lists and other material. Because few computers are truly multitasking, this synchronizing issue can be one of the most difficult to overcome.

The three characteristics of video — large size, its isochronous nature and multiple synchronous streams — make it a particularly challenging medium to deal with.
At Utah Scientific, we recognize that you need to approach the digital future one step at a time. That’s why we designed the UTAH-300 routing switcher. The UTAH-300 handles analog, digital or both in the same frame. Combine this with our new SC-3 Control System and you have a routing system that’s powerful and flexible enough to take on today’s realities while preparing you for tomorrow’s challenges. That means you can upgrade to a digital routing system without retiring your equipment prematurely. It means you have the assurance the UTAH-300 solution will be there to provide the switching and control requirements of the future.

Utah SC-3 Control System

- Analog and digital in the same frame
- Backward compatibility
- Windows programming screens
- Open control protocols
- Ethernet control port
- Third party control capability
- Two level tie line option
- RealTime Switch™

Call your Utah Scientific representative at 1-800-246-6744 ext. 5016 for your free UTAH-300 Planning Book. The UTAH-300. So advanced it actually works with your old stuff.

THE UTAH-300 ROUTER.
BECAUSE SOME OF YOUR EQUIPMENT IS DIGITAL AND SOME OF IT ISN’T.
with in the computer domain. Most computer people have become much more aware of the special nature of video, but there are some out there who still think that video is business as usual. They can really steer you down the wrong path if you're not careful. The best medicine is education. It's up to you to determine whether the computer vendors you talk to understand the unique characteristics of the broadcast environment, and that their solutions will really work for you.

The difficulty computers have with video is temporary. If computers become fast enough, they can put video and audio on hold just as they do screen and print processes. If computer manufacturers and programmers develop new architectures and structures to deal with our medium, then the issues stated above won't be a problem. For the moment, computer and network hardware designers definitely have their hands full.

Given all of the above, it might look as if this pre-arranged marriage between the computer world and the video world is premature, but this surely isn't the case. Many applications for computers and networking can be implemented today. These implementations can produce useful benefits for your business and mine. The point is that we have to educate ourselves so that we know what questions to ask to protect our business. We also have to keep asking ourselves about the impact of the decisions we make on our business and our people.

Computers and networks are tools that make all sorts of new things possible in the broadcast world.

Brad Gilmer is director of advanced network operations & technology for Turner Entertainment Networks.

Broadcast Engineering has run many excellent articles on computers and networking. Refer to the following articles:

- "Networking your Newsroom," Part 1, July 1996, p. 60
- "Networking your Newsroom," Part 2, August 1996, p. 76
- "Networking your Facility," April 1996, p. 40
- "The Future of Networking," April 1996, p. 34
- "Automation for MultICASTing," April 1995, p. 42
WHY TOTAL REDUNDANCY? WHY TOTAL REDUNDANCY?

Because you can never be too safe. The VR disk-based broadcast system incorporates multiple redundancy strategies – including RAID fault tolerance technology – which eliminate any single point of failure. And that means an integrated digital solution with total redundancy and absolute reliability. Is it possible to have too much of a good thing? Choose a VR system and you won’t ask twice.

What digital ought to be.
The move to 5.1 channels of discrete digital audio for television is a process, not an event, and it’s already under way. Since the introduction of stereo audio for television or multichannel television sound (MTS) in the mid-1980s, broadcasters have enjoyed production, playback and transmission of multiple channels of audio as a natural part of their programming processes.

The inclusion of matrixed “surround-sound” programming encoded into a mono- and stereo-compatible TV audio signal began expanding audiences’ listening pleasure in the late ’80s. Almost by accident, TV releases of major motion pictures included the same encoded surround information on their two-channel audio tracks as these films’ cinematic versions held in their Dolby Stereo optical soundtracks.

Broadcasters and listeners continue to enjoy the benefits of this matrixed surround technology today. About 10 years have passed since the airing of the first surround movie, yet this technology still defines the high-end of broadcast TV audio. New surround production techniques in the TV industry continue to enhance the listening experience beyond that of cinematic soundtracks alone.

The next step

The establishment of Dolby Digital (the consumer name for Dolby’s AC-3 coding process, the sound system specified in the Grand Alliance ATV format) as the TV audio format of the future will move the TV listening experience a step further to 5.1 discrete, digital audio channels.

In this system, the phase encoding, noise reduction and frequency-response restrictions faced by the analog surround format are eliminated. The matrixed system’s band-limited, single surround channel is replaced by a pair of full-range, discrete stereo surround channels. A discrete low-frequency effects channel is added as an independent program source (the .1 in 5.1). Dynamic range is no longer limited by analog constraints. The signal is perceptually coded (virtually undetectable to the ear) to fit within a manageable bandwidth (typically 384kB/s) of the available recording medium or the future transmission format. It provides essentially CD-quality multichannel sound for a dramatic and visceral sonic experience.

For broadcasters, this new digital format requires little change from the monitoring systems used in matrixed surround, but it will present challenges to a facility’s routing infrastructure.

The AC-3 coding algorithm is also used in the cinematic system known as Dolby Stereo Digital. Its nominal 384kB/s data rate is about one-eighth the bit rate of an AES3 (or AES/EBU) channel, which is the standard professional digital audio interface format. Even though stations will be able to monitor the format with a new decoder on existing surround amps and speakers, the routing of this new format may be cumbersome at first. Nevertheless, it can fit nicely into future plans for station upgrading.
Looking for a broadcast server to get you on air today — and keep you there? You should give the HP MediaStream broadcast server a shot.

Our bulletproof architecture is engineered to maximize dependability today. And minimize problems adapting to a changing industry. A single server provides 6 channels and nearly 50 hours of storage. And HP servers can be easily networked — allowing you to add even more channels and storage as you go. Plus, our open-systems approach ensures compatibility with a wide variety of third-party hardware and software vendors.

Combine all that with HP’s 24-hour service and support, and you’re looking at the most reliable server money can buy.

But don’t just take our word for it. Ask the engineers at KCRA in Sacramento. Or MTV Europe in the U.K. Because from Arizona to South Africa, broadcasters around the world count on HP’s broadcast server every day. And it hasn’t let them down.

It’s engineered to meet your broadcast needs well into the future. But at $100,000, it’s priced to fit your budget today.

For free product literature with more information, call 1-800-FOR-HPTV, Ext. 1632 today. You’ll find out what HP’s broadcast server can bring to your station, both now and in the future.

If you’re looking to invest in a server you can count on, take a look at the HP MediaStream broadcast server. Then give it your best shot.

There is a better way.
Consider your future

The digital TV revolution has spawned new video formats that will precipitate a station's move to a more digital (if not an all-digital) facility. As technology for picture moves from analog to digital, upgrades for audio are an accompanying step. Routing can be handled by the SMPTE 259M composite or component serial-digital interface (SDI), using its embedded digital audio features or a separate AES router can be used to distribute digital audio signals.

Once a digital routing plan has been established, the 5.1-channel, compressed AC-3 signal can pass through the facility on a portion of an AES3 channel, using a proposed “AC-3-to-AES conversion” scheme. AC-3 monitoring can be maintained in key quality control areas much like surround monitoring, minimizing the need for conversion and decoding. The decoding capabilities of this same Q/C facility can be used to add station voice-overs to AC-3 audio signals from outside (i.e., network) sources, if necessary, while the audio signals are in a discrete decoded form. After voice-overs are added, the audio program can be reconverted back to an AC-3 signal.

New groundwork

To handle the typical digital VCR's four 20-bit digital audio channels, two AES3 channels will be used. (AES3 can handle up to 24-bit digital audio signals.) With your facility upgrading to two AES3 channels as a standard I/O complement for audio routing, the two audio signals making up AES Channel 1 could be the left and right channels as they are today, passing stereo and matrixed surround information well into the late 1990s.

Based on station requirements and availability of compatible programming, the two signals comprising AES Channel 2 could be a second audio program channel (SAP) and an AC-3 signal, with space left over. The multichannel audio/video source for this programming may be a movie playing back directly from a videodisc or digital VCR, an incoming network feed or live 5.1-channel programming coming from a studio via an encoder and converter. (See Figure 1.)

Considering the rapid advancements in digital audio, the possibilities in production are as fascinating as those projected for tomorrow's transmission schemes. These advancements will determine how future audiences will receive and enjoy digital audio for picture at home.

Jim Starczynski is a project engineer at NBC Headquarters in New York.

Trompeter delivers a sure pass every time!

When it comes to the very highest quality and superior performing connectors and patching components, Trompeter is “Number 1.” Custom-designed or off-the-shelf, no one builds patching and R.F. interconnect products better than Trompeter!

Call or fax us for a catalog or information about our products!
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Actually, when it came time to standardize on one disk interface protocol, it wasn't that hard. The top ten manufacturers of disk systems overwhelmingly chose The Louth Protocol.

We'd like to tell you it was our impressive track record in broadcast automation that did it. Or our reputation for pioneering object oriented programming to make automation faster, easier and more flexible. But the truth is, disk manufacturers chose the Louth Protocol because it works. It's open. And it's free. 100% public domain.

Now, whether you call it enlightened self-interest or investment spending, the fact is we didn't give the Louth Protocol away for nothing. We were looking ahead.

It has not only simplified applications such as Ad Insertion, Caching, Program Acquisition, Time Delay and Multi-Channel Management, it has made the future easier for everyone. By opening a pathway that is free of gatekeepers, toll takers, and proprietary potholes. That's why we agreed to make the protocol available to our competitors in automation, as well.

We believe in working with anything. Even when it's hard.
The standards game

In the previous two issues, we presented the concept of a Residential Gateway (RG) — a box with multiple interfaces for different data networks coming into the home, and once inside, a router for data between a variety of consumer electronic devices (telephone, VCR, PC, etc.).

Lest you think we merely described the ultimate gear-head fantasy, it's time to put the concept in more sober terms: without such a rationalization of the consumer side network, most of the next-generation telephony, video and data services will not become a financial success.

The rules have changed

Until recently, our first-generation data and device standards have proved remarkably resistant and persistent. Almost from the days of Alexander Graham Bell, the fundamentals of the POT ("plain old telephone") have barely changed. Even today, you can take a 75-year-old telephone, connect an RJ-11 jack, and make a call — though it may require hand flushing your numbers with the switchhook. Similarly, the backward compatibility of NTSC has been a blessing and a curse for more than 60 years.

But now, whether you work in broadcasting, telecommunications or Internet services, the growth and competitive vigor of your industry will require greater bandwidth, a wider variety of products and services and new devices in the customer's home. In the foreseeable future, the evolving data protocols, hardware and software standards will change at a furious pace. If the consumers are not protected from this accelerating obsolescence, they will stop buying. At the same time, network providers cannot be strapped with the capital costs of constantly upgrading the infrastructure end-to-end.

Now that we're converting all these old analog signal pathways into digital data streams, generational changes have begun occurring at the logarithmic rates more characteristic of operating system software and CPUs, because that's what the telephone and the television have become: computers. What is the one thing all computers love to do? Network.

And so we come to the problem as perceived by the consumer. Consider what is stacked on the average household TV stand. There's a television, a VCR and perhaps a cable box and even a video game. What happens when the owner of this creaky entertainment tower wants to add a DBS satellite receiver or some other new video source? There is no easy way to connect a new source — or select among existing ones. The problem can be temporarily eliminated after an A/V stereo tuner amplifier is purchased. But this $70-per-month service can only be watched on that one television. Not to worry, our consumer is good friends with the nearby Radio Shack salesperson. With just a few feet of coax, some hand-crafted F-connectors and an RF amplifier, he or she can feed the DBS signal upstairs to the bedroom and out to the garage. This home-brew network performs fine (except on rainy days).

Our early adopter next becomes excited when the cable company lights up the fiber-optic cable they trenched six months ago and begins offering "superior digital TV" signals for only $24.95 a month. Question: Should he or she now get rid of the DBS box? Nah. The cable company doesn't offer all-you-can-eat football. For another $34.95 per month, a cable modem with access to the Internet at speeds between 500kb/s to 10Mb/s can be added.

During the $300 installation of this premium video/data package, both of the installers (one to connect the digital set-top box, the other to configure the computer for the high-speed modem) announced three items of bad news. First, the digital TV signal will look worse than the current analog picture. Second, the cable modem will not perform near the promised 500kb/s. Third, and most terrible, this is all the owner's fault. Why? Because what he or she built, with all the handmade F-connectors and A/V amplifiers, is an unterminated Ethernet inside the house. Oh yes, there was one more thing. Because the cable company could not yet cope with data going upstream from the computer, another phone line needs to be installed next to the PC for the cable modem to work properly.
GET SERIOUS.
interactive

Uniting the players

The Residential Gateway is not perceived by the consumer as a sexy new piece of equipment to buy because it doesn’t really do anything like play music, display video or tune in stations. Consequently, it will be a hard sell through consumer electronic outlets.

The RG makes it possible for network service providers, content providers and consumer electronics companies to sell new products and services into the household. What makes it hard to accept is that the RG also makes it easy for their competitors to do the same. Because the utilities’ (phone and cable) principle competitive edge has been their monopolistic control of access, such an enabling technology is viewed with suspicion.

It’s an enabling technology situated in the middle of the critical path. It is not just that the RG makes things better, it makes things possible. Similar competition via standards exists as a tradition in the personal computer industry, though in a slightly different form. (What do the names Microsoft, Apple, Netscape and Sun bring to mind in this context?)

Only the consumer electronics industry really understands the need for open standards and the way in which such openness affects competition: To compete for the consumers’ dollar, you must manufacture and market a more appealing product and not depend upon technological barriers to making you the consumers’ sole source.

In the digital domain, we are at the same point the railroads were when they lobbied to rationalize time zones in this country. Before railroads, every city, town and farm set its clock by observing the position of the sun at noon. As a consequence, “noon” changed as you traveled east or west. This was of no consequence when individuals set off on foot or by slow carriage.

But when the railroads came, they created time tables, and time tables needed “time” to be the same everywhere. Without this common standard (a.k.a. “data protocol”) every train stop would have to be calculated differently — time elapsed from prior stop minus local offset. (And what is the local offset anyway?)

It quite literally took an act of Congress to agree upon our four continental time zones. Yet in fact, standards do evolve within industries over time. What makes this particularly challenging is the number of different industries that must find agreement in areas fraught with uncertainty. Each player is concerned that one standard may extend unwarranted advantage to a competitor.

We are in an age that abhors acts of Congress or any regulation. If we are to avoid the involvement of this outside referee (does “universal access” have meaning to anyone?), then the industry players will have to come together and cobble a solution that works for all. Such a turn of events would be a win-win for everyone. Except your friend at Radio Shack.

Steven Blumenfeld is vice president of technology and studio operations, and Mark Dillon is vice president, on-line services with GTE, Carlsbad, CA.
serious tape.
After exhausting rounds of bargaining sessions, representatives of the broadcasting, consumer electronics and computer industries reached an agreement on technical standards for advanced television.

As all parties had hoped, the new digital transmission technology agreement will allow broadcasters to deliver high-definition picture, CD-quality audio and data transmissions. As promised, the FCC will adopt the Advanced Television Systems Committee (ATSC) standard, except for the video formats. This means that full flexibility will be available to broadcasters on video formats, all the way from high-definition pictures to low-resolution images. The agreement will also permit the use of data broadcasting, which will allow broadcasters and others to apply part of the 6MHz channel for other services.

A quick review
The Grand Alliance DTV system is based on the Moving Picture Experts Group MPEG-2 video compression and transport protocol. The system includes the ability for multiple transmission formats, Dolby AC-3 digital audio and vestigial sideband digital modulation.

There is no question that the Grand Alliance system will supply the home with superb images and spectacular sound while also, as part of the National Information Infrastructure (NII), relaying digital data. The new digital technology involved is expected to create new business activities and stimulate key industries, such as semiconductors, computers, communications and displays. Therefore, this DTV system using multiple transmission formats, digital compression, packetization and modulation techniques is a significant advance over our current NTSC TV standard.

An important function of the Grand Alliance DTV system is format selection. Many TV applications have different performance requirements. This fact, combined with the fact that the transmission will be digital and there will be space for other data, provides the appeal of multiple formats. The multiple formats allow trade-offs specific to each family of program material. Digital representation and processing in a DTV system allow the support of more than one scanning format, while facilitating interoperability among formats and different video services and applications.

The Grand Alliance system provides well for the different format selections. MPEG-2 syntax from the Moving Picture Experts Group is used. The MPEG-2 tool-kit supports most of the compression algorithms used by the system proponents. The video encoder has been designed to support 1,080-line interlaced and 720-line progressive formats. It also supports bidirectional-frame (B-frame) prediction, wide motion-estimation ranges, field and frame motion vectors, and adaptive field and frame DCT coding, as well as forward analysis with localized quantization-level control and automatic film detection for high picture quality.

A new technical budget
The existing analog NTSC broadcaster is restricted to taking a standard video signal, modulating it and adding an audio subcarrier. A second audio channel is usually added for stereo sound and possibly a third if a secondary audio program signal is broadcast. The single video channel and audio subcarriers take up the whole of the 6MHz bandwidth.

The digital broadcaster, on the other hand, will be transmitting only data through its network, leaving it to make the choice of services to occupy the almost 20Mb/s. Although broadcasters typically use the space for audio and video services, it can also be filled, or partially occupied, with data services, like video games and Internet access. This is possible because the data are structured to the MPEG-2 standard. Table 1 illustrates the possible uses of the ancillary data space that could be made available during the digital transmission. These are estimates only, listed for demonstrative purposes. These estimates are based on limited samples of converted material. The maximum video rates in megabits per second do not include audio and control data requirements.

This ability to broadcast a range of services means that the broadcaster can draw up a shopping list of programs and services for transmission. The broadcaster actually has a “broadcaster budget” that the broadcaster can choose to spend up to the technical limit of around 20Mb/s for each multiplex on the transmitted signal. For instance, the broadcaster might choose to broadcast simultaneously: six lower-grade VHS channels at 2Mb/s each; or three film channels at

Continued on page 91
The World's First...

3 Chip,
10-Bit, Remote Head,
Digital P.O.V. Camera.

The New IK-TU40A Makes All Other P.O.V. Cameras Obsolete!

Toshiba's new IK-TU40A is 3 chips off the old block. It makes any other P.O.V. camera obsolete by utilizing Toshiba's revolutionary ten-bit DSP architecture, combined with three 410,000-pixel CCDs. The result is a breathtaking 750 horizontal lines of resolution and 62dB signal-to-noise ratio for the brightest, sharpest color video in the industry.

This ice-cube size camera head delivers broadcast and industrial quality performance in a lightweight, compact package. Plus, its remote head design allows it to be mounted virtually any-where for an entirely new perspective.

With the addition of a wireless transmitter, you can capture all the excitement of world-class skiing or Indy car racing from almost any angle. The IK-TU40A also provides you with a critical edge in industrial applications like pattern recognition, mechanical manipulation and measurement, or any other application where weight and size count.

The IK-TU40A camera accepts C-mount lenses and has video outputs for NTSC, S-VHS, R-Y/B-Y and RGB. A 10, 20, or 30 ft. detachable cable, RS-232C personal computer interface for total control of all camera functions. To get the whole picture, call Toshiba at 1-800-344-8446.

In Touch with Tomorrow
TOSHIBA

Toshiba America Information Systems, Inc.
Imaging Systems Division • Imaging Video Products Group
9740 Irvine Boulevard • Irvine, CA 92618-1697 • 1-800-550-8674
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A daring shift in cable modem strategy

As the Internet grows into a billion-dollar business, operators of subscription TV services feel frustrated watching potential revenues being lost to local and national Internet access providers. The widely accepted way for cable system operators to enter the Internet market is with cable modems, which can send and receive data up to a thousand times faster than phone-line modems. But the price of admission is not cheap, upwards of $500 per modem, which seemingly will take forever to repay at the amounts operators can charge for monthly rental and access fees.

A range of products

The cable modem price tag scares off the smaller systems that barely achieve any profit margins, and when they add in the expense of head-end improvements to handle digital data services, the dream of becoming an Internet provider fades into a fiscal nightmare.

In an attempt to bring down the cost of cable modems to ensure faster product distribution, cable modem manufacturers have launched modem products lines with a range of speeds, options and prices. Bucking the herd, however, Scientific-Atlanta (S-A) has announced plans to manufacture and market only one modem, the Data Xcellerator, priced at $199 per modem for orders of 50,000 units or more.

Attaching to a PC's Ethernet card, the S-A Xcellerator uses a 3MHz signal for downstream transport at about 2Mb/s. The S-A modem uses a phone line return at either 28.8kb/s or 33.6kb/s with an upgrade down the road to the midband range of 56kb/s. A phone line return is viable, says S-A, because most people download far more data than they upload. The Xcellerator is much slower than the other cable modems with a phone line return, including a 27Mb/s General Instruments SURFboard cable modem and the 10MB LANcity modem being used by National Digital Network for the wireless cable modem trial in Washington, DC, and San Francisco.

But S-A is betting its $200 price will appeal to the smaller cable and wireless systems that can't afford the faster modems. Will their gamble pay off? Mark Weiss, director of field marketing for the broadband data networks group of Scientific-Atlanta, says the change in strategy came about after S-A reviewed all the cable modem studies available and then talked to major MSO and telcos about the revenues they thought they could earn. "We realized that the four or five years needed for payback just was not a good business model for our customers," he says, "which meant it's not a good business model for us.

Seeking a less-expensive technology, S-A took a second look at the quadrature phase response (QPR) modem being built into the data transmission system for the Sega Channel and Digital Music Express, which sends 30 channels of digital music over cable. A QPR modulator operates at about T1 speed in 3MHz of bandwidth, half of a regular 6MHz video channel, and can squeeze a robust signal into the rolloff of cable and wireless systems already at capacity. A QPR modem also is half the cost of QAM or QPSK modem technologies. Another deciding factor was the "simple network management protocol" (SNMP) for the QPR modems. An open standard for defining a network management information block in the data signal, SNMP lets operators interrogate a modem remotely. Expensive specialists in network management are not needed at the head-end.

Because only 15% of U.S. cable systems to date are being rebuilt as hybrid fiber-coax (HFC) cables, says Weiss, "We wanted to address the other 85% of the system operators with a low-cost modem that fits their existing systems and which they can manage with existing staff."

Will S-A's daring switch in cable modem strategy pay off? Time alone will tell.

Ken Freed is a media trade journalist specializing in cable and interactive television, and is based in Denver.
LIKE OTHER TOP PERFORMERS, THE LONGEST LASTING BATTERY USES A STAGE NAME.

Around the house, DURACELL® batteries go by the name The Copper Top®. But on the job, the longest lasting batteries answer to PROCELL® PROFESSIONAL™ BATTERIES. PROCELL batteries are DURACELL® batteries. The longest lasting professional alkaline batteries you can buy. You get the same DURACELL performance. The same DURACELL dependability. The same DURACELL value, and more, because PROCELL Professional Batteries are specially priced and packaged for professional use. Now that's one act that's hard to follow. For more information or a distributor near you, call 1-800-4PROCELL. Ext. 33.
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Choosing remote vehicles

Trucks aren't cheap, but in the world of remote broadcasting they can provide considerable revenue. Mobile production trucks are used in a wide variety of venues by an even larger number of people with vastly different wants, needs and personalities. Choosing a truck that fits them all is a daunting task. Flexibility, versatility and the ability to provide what's needed quickly and easily can make the difference.

THE BOTTOM LINE:
With today's exploding selection, money can be saved or wasted by
the fistful.

By Bennett Liles

Today's array of amazingly handy, but often costly, features has turned picking a remote truck into a formidable operation requiring long-range, detailed planning and some intuitive guessing. Because trucks are usually rented for a specific production, their features can be tailored to the task quite easily. However, when a vehicle is bought to be used on a local production and rented out to other clients, more factors enter into the mix. Long-term local production goals have to be considered, along with trends in the expected rental market. Fortunately, many of today's mobile production trucks have flexible features, which allow them to serve several different production roles.

What is the planned use? Will the truck be doing ENG live shots and handling simple A/V feeds to microwave and/or will it be rented out for covering live, eight-camera symphonies? If the answer is both, then it may be more economical to use two separate vehicles. Within those extremes, however, a properly equipped remote truck can demonstrate surprising versatility.

Power and convenience

What features will the vehicle need? Some features are handy on just about any size truck. First, however, nothing happens without power. Can you always rely on local AC or will you need a generator? Few big production units have internal power generators, making the occasional generator rental necessary. If lighting is to be powered from the same source as the truck, it typically requires three-phase AC — something not all portable generators can supply.

It may sound surprising, but there are many fancy trucks out there with no power regulator on board. With the exacting power needs of modern digital gear, a power regulator is no longer a luxury; it's basic equipment.

If you need a smaller ENG van that can easily go where there is no power, an on-board generator will usually be part of the package. The smartest thing when buying a generator is to build thorough operator training into the cost. Power is no place for on-the-job training. If the equipment complement has been changed after the generator was picked, it's a good idea to go back and add up the power requirements and make sure you have at least 50% surplus generator capacity. Don't depend on the builder-seller to do this. You may want to add more equipment later and extra lights drink up lots of juice. Many late-model trucks actually have a power schematic printed on the wall of the power bay with switches and meters mounted at their locations in the schematic. This way, even those operators with little or no experience with the truck can throw the right switches at the right time and know exactly what the meters are indicating.

Now for the back-savers. You can quickly tell if those who have actually lugged cameras and cable have had a
Choosing remote vehicles

say in the truck’s design. Look at the equipment bays. Do they have sleds? These are actually heavy-duty drawers that slide out of the bay and allow heavy equipment, such as cameras, to be easily placed on them and locked down, then returned to the bay with a one-armed push. If the truck has lad-

ers, note their locations and see if they block any of the bays. If they do, those bays will be inaccessible once the ladders are in position, especially if the bay doors are hinged to open toward the top. Don’t laugh. A slew of trucks are on the road with this problem, possibly bought by execs more interested in the color of the carpet and paint than in the position of access ladders.

Any bay doors that may be blocked by a ladder should open like a garage door by sliding up into the truck, that is, flush with the roof of the bin. Other doors can be hinged to open up and out, thereby providing a convenient rain awning if they are chain-braced open from above rather than rod-braced from below. Weather tarp should be included. These snap along the edge of the open door to keep rain out of the breakout panel and bins.

Outside access doors are also a handy feature. If equipment mounted along outside walls gets sick during the production, it’s much better to have the maintenance people reaching the back of the machines from outside rather than crawling over producers and au-

dio people to slide it out of the rack. If you expect to use your truck for many shoots within a small time period, it may be smart to pay extra for motorized cable reels. A great deal of strike time is spent dragging, coiling and stowing camera cables. This feature, though costly, really speeds up the job. Another feature you may have to specify is outside work lights. These need to run off the truck battery or other internal power so they can still be used after external power is disconnected. If the outside lights use the truck’s battery, make sure a separate battery or some other reserve is available to start the engine when you are finished.

Communication needs

Although it’s a much-overlooked feature, don’t skimp on the intercom. Communication is basic. Modern, lower-priced digital systems offer features that production people have long yearned for. One of the most director-appreciated tricks is remote mic closure. This lets the director or producer close camera op and other mics that have been left on. If the truck will be traveling a lot, it makes sense to install an RTS-to-Clearcom interface module. It will pay for itself after only a half-dozen shoots where it didn’t have to be rented. Interface modules have enabled many lighting directors to avoid struggling with two headsets; one for television and the other one for the theater system. Live remotes require a telephone interface for the intercom. Properly installed and used, the interface will head off some physically awkward situations. A surprising number of otherwise state-of-the-art remote trucks still have people inside wrestling with phone cords and multiple headsets.

Just prior to a live show, lots of conversation may need to go on between director and talent while the audio op needs to have a steady tone on the line. It can be good, especially with sports, to have talent talkback. This allows talent to talk at will to the director with a momentary contact button that takes the talent mic off-line and connects it to the intercom. Multipoint teleconference formats, such as “Nightline” and “News Hour with Jim Lehrer,” also benefit greatly by having free, two-way talk between producers, talent and guests in all locations without involving the main sound mixer or its operator.

These teleconference formats also use a good many mix-minus feeds and require an audio board with six or eight auxiliary sends on each input channel, all switchable between pre and post fader. Switching to the “pre” position prior to a program lets the hosts and guests in many locations talk between themselves while keeping them off the program line. Before getting into cameras, effects generators and more exotic gear, consider every foreseeable communication scenario and equip your truck for it.

Monitoring multiple feeds

Among producers, directors and TDs, video monitoring represents a personal preference. Sources are usually assigned by patching, but some of the larger trucks now sport routers on many of the monitors themselves. This is the ultimate in video-monitoring versatility. On the audio side, the ability to fold back a designated channel of audio directly into the intercom can be useful. With line audio in the background, or better yet, on one camera headphone channel and intercom on the other, cam-

Breakout panel has lights and an intercom station with speaker on this truck owned by All Mobile Video and built by BAF. This simplifies setup and allows hands-free operation while connecting cables. A panel VU meter allows line and mic level signals to be checked easily. Switches allow pin 1 to be lifted on individual audio cables.

This Euphonix CS-2000 56-channel audio board is complemented by a digicart and surround-sound capability. Video monitor at center can display all setup and working menus, waveforms and selected metering. Each input channel features two direct stereo outputs and eight auxiliary outputs. (Photo courtesy of Lin Productions.)
How Much Routing Switcher can you fit in a truck?

How much do you need?

Maximum equipment in minimal space is our philosophy. PESA’s hardware and software features:

**Hardware**
- Extremely Compact System Packaging
- Strong but Light Frames
- Quality Assurance - Two Outputs/ Video Output Bus
- Up to 250MHz Analog & 360Mbit/s Digital Routing Capability
- Several Frame Sizes, including 32X32 VAA in 6 RU & 64X64 VAA in 11 RU Complete with Redundant Control Option
- Modular Interchangeable Circuit Cards, & Hot Servicing Capability
- Redundant Power Supplies & Controllers Optional - The Ultimate in Reliability
- 24 Hour Service Hotline

**Software**
- Windows™ Based Control
- Software Reentry & Virtual Matrix Mapping
- System Configurations Downloadable from Any Standard PC
- Soft Loadable Control Panels with Level Status

Call Today for More Information, & Buy One for the Road!

PESA Switching Systems
1-800-328-1008
www.pesa.com
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era people can get quick reaction shots based on talent comments, which are especially valuable during a live sports event. Also, if televising a musical event where the TV crew needs to rehearse a selection all the way through, while onstage the group is constantly starting and stopping, an audio recording can be easily played into the intercom headsets allowing an independent and uninterupted rehearsal for the truck.

Most intercom systems feature a program audio input, but it should be fed by an otherwise little-used auxiliary send on the audio board that can either follow program sound or not. Some trucks have been delivered with program audio to the intercom fed by the program audio DA. This isn’t good. Among other things, it frequently results in tone blasted into the intercom accidentally. If you are buying or contracting a small truck without a transmission router, some alternate method of separately monitoring input and output signals may be needed. Many small trucks must simply turn down the sound monitor when tone is on-line. The main breakout panel should include camera inputs, mic inputs and tie lines, and should also have frame sync inputs and outputs, as well as an intercom station, modular telephone jack and connection for a color monitor. Also, the tone generator should have frequency sweep or a number of selectable frequencies, not just standard 1k tone. Always have a triax checker somewhere near the camera breakout panel. These little hand-held widgets are

The production area of the In Touch Ministries Digital Mobile Unit, designed and built by A.F. Associates, Northvale, NJ.

Linking digital switches
By Steve Epstein, technical editor

If two production switcher control panels can control a single chassis, can one control panel control two chassis? If you read the December article about the World Series, Fox Sports and Sony, you know the answer is yes. But how’s it done, and how easy is it? And, why would you want to do it?

The technical details
Here’s a quick look at some of the details involved. For the World Series, two switcher chassis were tied together to provide a complete domestic feed and a “clean” international feed free of any Fox branding. Two Sony DVS-7000 switchers along with associated DMEs were controlled from a single control panel. Because of the architecture used in Sony’s switchers, the task was relatively straightforward. A single operator controlled both switches, and the broadcast happened without any major mishaps.

Inputs on both switchers were identical with a few exceptions. For instance, on the international feed switcher the announce booth camera was replaced by a secondary feed from the blimp. Also, many of the keys on the “clean feed” were simply blank. As crosspoint keys were selected on the primary switcher, the slave switcher followed. Some graphics used for the domestic feeds were modified for use in the clean feed, but the second feed required only minimal additional resources beyond the second switcher.

To enable the dual control, the RS-422 control line from one control panel was simply fed to both switcher chassis. For those familiar with RS-422, four conductors are used, two for transmit and two for receive, because both the transmit and receive circuits are balanced. In this case, the transmit wires were sent to both chassis, with the control panel receiving commands only from the master chassis. Because there was no receive circuit from the slave chassis, any problems that cropped up could not be reported to the control panel. Not exactly the best way to do things, but acceptable.

Currently, Sony is working on an outboard box that allows dual chassis control in a more desirable and elegant fashion using any two Sony switchers. The outboard box will provide a receive path from all the chassis, as well as covering other details, such as restoring crosspoint and key selections in the event one chassis lost power or had to be reset.

This method of operation could come in handy in the future, for instance with HDTV/NTSC simulcasts, as well as PAL/NTSC or even component/composite switching. In addition, the Sony architecture allows for control of almost any number of chassis from a single control panel if the need arises.

Despite the complexity of hooking up remote trucks, linking their switchers was really quite simple and only required a single cable.
You can turn to many different companies to equip your new digital studio. Luckily, you don’t have to.

You can shop a long list of suppliers for bits and pieces of test equipment for your new component digital studio. Fortunately, that’s an ordeal you can avoid.

Tektronix is the one place you can turn for all the test equipment to equip your entire high-end digital studio. Plus all the expertise and assistance you need to ensure that your move to digital is fast and efficient.

Tektronix offers the industry’s most advanced instruments to monitor and analyze everything, including content, data integrity and transport layer. And to perform every essential studio function, from monitoring channel status data and accumulating session statistics during digital audio mastering, to testing the integrity of a 270 Mb/s digital video transport layer.

Why deal with a multitude of suppliers when you can turn to Tektronix, the video industry leader for more than 40 years.

For information on any of our communications test solutions, just call 800-426-2200. (When prompted, press “3” and ask for program 464.) Or, find us on the Web at http://www.tek.com/mbi/w464

TESTING THE CHANGING WORLD OF COMMUNICATIONS

Tektronix
You can't afford to ignore your investments in SP. But the future is definitely digital.

So where are you going to start?

**Your migration path starts anywhere. Anytime.**

With the Betacam SX™ system, the question is not really where or when to start, but how big an investment to start with. Because the Betacam SX system integrates smoothly with your news operation at any level of investment.

Start with a Betacam SX one-piece camcorder with high quality 4:2:2 digital acquisition. Or start with the Betacam SX Hybrid Recorder for the flexibility of transmission to master control to editing to satellite recording to studio recording to magazine news to ENG to non-linear editing. The Betacam SX system makes news for everybody.
ABOUT GETTING FROM THE BETACAM SP™ THE DIGITALLY NETWORKED NEWSROOM.

Mix and match SP and SX for as long as you want.

With Betacam SX equipment you can add digital SX to your existing SP newsroom operation or go fully digital while maintaining established analog acquisition and archives.

Compatible with tape, parts and operations.

How easy is your conversion to an all-digital newsroom going to be? For starters, just try the new Betacam SX Hybrid Recorder to replace the Betacam SP player in your edit system or in on-air playback.

Because even the inter-connections and rack size of your new SX Hybrid Recorder are the same as your old SP recorder.

Don’t be left behind as the Betacam SX system goes on air. Call 1-800-635-SONY, ext. SX for more information.

SONY
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worth their weight in gold, as are head-
phone belt packs with mic pre-amps. With
these, any mic or line-level sound
cable can be disconnected from its des-
tination and directly monitored.

For multicamera shoots, particularly
sports, ISO tallies are a must. These
consist of a second tally light, usually
green or blue, that indicates to the
operator that although the camera may
not be on the air, it's still selected on one
or more of the isolated camera record-
ers. ISO tallies are also a big help on live
music shows being shot for post-pro-
duction. If isolated cameras and slo-mo
are going to be needed, and the slo-mo
operators are going to be in the tape
room rather than at remote controls in
the production room, video ops and
videotape cannot be located in the same
room. It's still done on many medium-
sized trucks, but the video operator's
station needs to be small, dark and
intimate. The tape room needs to be
bigger, more open and brightly lit with
room for many people, particularly if
slo-mo ops are stationed there. Leave
room for plenty of expansion in the
tape area. Extra shelves, cabinets and
counter space are a must.

On the audio side of the ISO situation,
a big consideration is whether multi-
track sound recording will be needed.
If so, an audio board with direct outs
from each input channel or submaster
will be required. Interstage patch points
are frequently normalled into modular
digital multitrack recorders (MDMs).
The patch points must be wired so that
patching the outputs does not interrupt
the signal path, while patching to the
input side does lift the normal signal.
This enables compressors, limiters and
noise gates to be inserted.

Some audio boards have a one-jack
insert point where pushing the quarter-
inch TRS connector one click into the
jack results in a direct out and pushing
in two clicks interrupts the signal for a
processor insert. These are not good
for broadcast and are better suited for
stage-monitoring consoles. The MDMs
each have eight tracks and may be the
Tascam DA-88 using DAT tape or an
ADAT unit, such as the Alesis, which
uses S-VHS tapes running at three times
normal SP speed. These machines are
synchronized to each other and to in-
put time code by a daisy-chain connec-
tion along all the sync connectors on
the stacked units. These digital tape
machines can be used for more than a
hundred digital audio tracks. They also
are so economical and easy to use that
no truck should ever attempt to record
a musical format show without them.

The most important step, and often the
most difficult, is to determine exactly
what types of formats the vehicle
need to be capable of handling. From
there, it's only a matter of matching costs
to individual features. As in any project,
there will be trade-offs. Be careful, just
because you don't need a feature doesn't
mean someone else won't. If you have
any plans for renting out the unit, make
sure the features you give up won't hurt
your potential in the rental market.
The Industry Standard.

The New Industry Standard.

Introducing the RTS™ 803 TW Master Station Intercom from Telex®.

At Telex®, we continually strive to keep the lines of communication open. First we brought you the RTS™ 802, the 15-year industry standard for two-wire communications. Now, we’ve responded to your changing needs with the RTS™ 803 TW intercom master station.

The RTS™ 803 includes many new standard features, is easier to operate, and features front panel level controls and simplified keypad programming. And, to top it off, we’ve even reduced the price.

The 803 Master Station is plug compatible with the 802, as well as the entire RTS™ TW line of user stations, beltpacks, headsets and accessories. With upgraded features at a lower cost, plus the Telex reputation for reliability and performance, it’s no wonder the RTS™ 803 is recognized as the new industry standard.

Telex®

9600 Aldrich Avenue South • Minneapolis, Minnesota 55420
612-884-4051 • Fax 612-884-0043
www.telex.com • E-mail: pro.sound@telex.com
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For many, it's the holy grail for digital media transport.

By Ken Freed

Digital set-top boxes and high-speed cable modems are commercial at last. The FCC finally has approved a standard for digital television. And digital compression, squeezing more stuff into less space, is becoming a proven technology.

Which types of compression equipment are best-suited to what applications? Compressed video in a production setting has different requirements than signals backhauled for uplink elsewhere. Compression standards and techniques vary, but the basics remain the same. Digital video typically contains pixels that remain constant from frame to frame, like the stationary background in a talking head shot. Compression reduces or eliminates much of this redundant information.

**MPEG-2**

The Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) of the International Standards Organization (ISO) first adopted MPEG-1 and then MPEG-2 as international digital compression standards for transmitting video. The original MPEG-1 standard handled transport of signals at CD-ROM rates of 1.5 to 4Mb/s. Limited TV applications for MPEG-1 prompted development of MPEG-2 (ISO 13818). The
In the developmental stages of the Centaur and Argus MPEG-2 encoders, it became evident we were onto something much more significant than was ever imagined. Not just another peg in the hole of MPEG technology...but a whole new way of looking at it. We're not pretending to be anything more than we are: A company whose sights have always been set on taking MPEG out there as far as it can go. If cutting edge is a place...we live there. To put it another way,

The future is aVelaible now.
There's no time like the present to take advantage of it.

Vela Research
The Wave Of The Future

8 1 3 • 5 7 2 • 1 2 3 0
http://www.vela.com
2501 118th Avenue North
St. Petersburg, Florida • 33716
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www.americanradiohistory.com
Video compression

MPEG-2 datastream can be divided into two or more coded bitstreams, which is vital for multichannel transmissions.

MPEG-2 is capable of coding interlaced source video at full bandwidth while reducing storage and bandwidth costs. This is one reason MPEG-2 has been adopted for head-end transmitters and receiver terminals in DSS and DVB satellites, cable and wireless cable systems and the new digital TV standard. However, MPEG-2 remains a less-than-ideal choice for production because individual frames are hard to access due to larger groups of pictures.

MPEG-2 has a great potential for increased growth in revenue.”

For anyone involved in video production, from local stations to world-class post houses to global network operators, the biggest and perhaps best compression news at the start of 1997 is the 4:2:2 Studio Profile at main level. The new 4:2:2 Studio Profile takes place at main level. The 4:2:2 Studio Profile was designed to address this issue.

A prominent example of MPEG-2 deployment is the new $20 million digital upgrade to the broadcasting network of Canadian Satellite Communications. Cancom uses station feeds from Boston, Detroit, Minneapolis, Seattle, Edmonton and Hamilton, along with the network feeds of ABC, NBC, PBS, CBS and Fox to create regional programming packages for 2,500 cable head-end operators.

The MPEG-2 system is replacing Cancom’s analog transmission network. Cancom now distributes analog programming to Canadian cable companies from 25 uplinks across the top of North America to about 14,000 Scientific-Atlanta MPEG-2 digital satellite receivers in subscriber homes. Its new Scientific-Atlanta network management system enables the company to control 15 uplinks and 25 encoding systems from one location. “Cancom’s use of level. Content producers have long complained that MPEG-2 video lacked sufficient quality for studio applications. Dave Elliot, vice president of engineering services for the ABC Television Network explains, “Standard MPEG and MPEG-2 use a 4:2:0 sampling scheme, which means it takes a full sample of the luminance, but it tosses out half of the chrominance information, specifically the color coordinate on one axis of the color grid. Studio Profile MPEG increases the chrominance sample to 4:2:2, thereby accounting for both axes on the color grid by sampling every other element, providing better replication of the original signal. The 4:2:0 sampling is all right if a signal’s going straight out because there’s little risk of picture degradation from transmission,” Elliot says. “But the 4:2:2 sampling is better for multiple iterations of a video signal where the video will be compressed, decompressed and recompressed several times before it finally goes out to viewer’s homes.”

ABC Television deployed the MPEG-2 4:2:2 Studio Profile at main level in its national broadcasts from the Republican National Convention in San Diego. Transmitted over AT&T long-distance fiber lines from the convention center to network studios in New York City, the technology allowed ABC to double its transmission capacity. Using Sony equipment and MPEG-2 4:2:2 compression, two broadcast-quality video channels were sent on a single 45Mb/s DS3 fiber link. Alternatively, the system could be used to send one video channel over DS3 at twice the speed.

For the San Diego broadcast, Sony provided the prototype of two new products, the DSM-M1 multiplexer and its companion unit, the DSM-D1 de-multiplexer, which were used with a prototype “LinkRunner” box from Lucent for protocol transfer into DS3 framing. AT&T media industries marketing director Jack Gelman says that the 4:2:2 system is a “vast improvement” over an NTSC codec using a 45Mb/s line to carry a composite analog video signal. “When you can get two digital component video signals in the same bandwidth or when you can use a 45Mb/s pipe in half the time, such as an ENG crew sending a 30-minute tape in 15 minutes, you not only can reduce transmission costs, but you can get recorded footage to the network faster than ever before.”

Motion-JPEG

The Joint Photographic Experts Group developed JPEG for compressing color or gray-scale images, such as photographs and naturalistic artwork. JPEG generally is unsuited for text and line art because of the amount of image content lost upon decompression. Based on what tests show the human eye can’t detect, JPEG uses “color-independent” 8-bit and 12-bit sampling in combinations that can progressively scan frequency, amplitude and other factors.

Motion-JPEG algorithms compress individual video frames without considering adjacent frames in a video sequence. “JPEG is a well-established technology with viable applications in television,” says Peter Symes of Tektronix, manager of advanced technol-
The Legend Continues.

The Old Standard.
Our M267 Mixer is more than the best selling mixer of the last ten years. It's the most versatile, the most durable, and the best performing. You trust it in your rack – you trust it on the road. And while production environments have changed, your mixer remained the same. Until now.

The New Standard.
Our new M367 Portable Mixer gives you all the reliability and durability of the M267, plus a list of new features and improvements. We made it over 25 dB quieter with a low noise circuit — ideal for digital formats. We added two more mic line inputs, bringing the total to six. We added peak LEDs. And we gave it 12 and 48-volt phantom power for your condenser mics.

What we didn't change was its toughness. It's still made with a rugged all-metal chassis and manufactured in the USA with legendary Shure durability.

The New Features.
Without increasing the size, we were able to pack in dozens of new features and improvements. The M367 has all the features of the M267, plus:
- Input peak LEDs
- Detachable power cord
- Two XLR outputs
- Easy-access side battery compartment
- Headphone monitor circuit
- Output peak/limiter LED
- Balanced, 2-position mix bus
- Adjustable limiter threshold
- Battery/AC VU meter illumination
- Monitor input sensitivity selector
- Program/monitor input selector

With the Shure M367 mixer, we've just raised the standards. It's time you raised yours.

For The Shure Dealer Nearest You, Call 1-800-25-SHURE.
Uncompromised Picture Quality.
Easy System Integration.
Affordability.

DIGITAL-S from JVC.

For years, it existed only in your head. But now, whether you’re in broadcast, post production or corporate video, Digital-S brings to life your concept of the ideal digital video recording and editing system.

Since you’re a discerning professional, your dream system requires THE ULTIMATE IN PICTURE QUALITY. That’s why we equipped Digital-S with 4:2:2 8 bit component processing and a very mild 3:3:1 compression that yields a 50 Mbps data rate. Plus, it utilizes a robust and reliable 1/2-inch metal particle tape. These technological achievements enable Digital-S to reproduce an image far superior to any analog system, and rivaling that of the highest priced digital systems.

For the first time ever, INTEGRATION IS BOTH EASY AND PRACTICAL because of video pre-read. A key feature of our BR-D85 Editing Recorder, pre-read enables multi-format digital editing through your S-VHS, Betacam or UMatic system with the addition of just one VTR. More impor-
RECORDING
POWER

tan
quality of your original footage,
to perform complex layering effects and
and digital inputs and outputs. Digital-S delivers the
and simply mention

JVC makes going digital a truly affordable reality.

Digital-S from JVC. Your dream system brought
to life. The Digital-S system includes: the
BR-D85 Editing Recorder with pre-read
and digital I/O, the BR-C80 Editing
Recorder, and the BR-D50 Player.

For more information, visit our web site at
www.jvc.ca or call us at 1-800-JVC-5825

Finally, YOUR DREAM SYSTEM WOULD
BE AFFORDABLE. By pricing Digital-S comparable
to the lowest priced component analog systems,
Video compression

The new initiative officially began in 1993, and the process of formulating a new JPEG standard will be published by both the ISO/IEC and ITU. A draft specification is expected this year.

"The new M-JPEG will be backward-compatible," Symes says, "and it will provide more flexibility with the use of basic tools like MPEG. The main improvement will be the quantizing matrices (QMs), which JPEG now defines for the whole image. The new JPEG specification will define different QMs within one picture, so you get different compression in different parts of the picture, according to your needs."

A recent M-JPEG variation is a new "lossless" mode, a mathematical construct for more efficient coding using less bits, which is similar to data compression programs like PKZIP. "The new JPEG lossless mode will allow you to get back exactly what you put in," Symes says. "It uses statistical prediction to compare pixels next to each other and select the shortest code possible to represent each pixel, thereby reducing the amount of code about 2.1:1."

Symes notes that Tektronix already has a "successful JPEG implementation" in the Profile line of compressed disk recorders, which will be enhanced with Studio Profile MPEG-2 4:2:2 sampling, which Symes says was a Tektronix initiative. "The Tektronix staff did a lot of the drafting toward the end."

MPEG-4 and beyond

Because high-speed digital transmission remains beyond the fiscal reach of many TV operations, an effort has been made to provide reliable video compression at lower speeds. One valuable answer may be MPEG-4, a standard for coding audio-visual content at low bit rates. Work on MPEG-4 (ISO 14496) officially began at the MPEG meeting in Brussels in September 1993, and the initiative has been approved by unanimous ballot of all national bodies of ISO/IEC JTC1. A draft specification is expected in 1997 with adoption foreseen for November 1998.

MPEG-4 requires engineers to develop fresh solutions. According to J. Ostermann at the University of Hannover, chairman of regional coordinators for the MPEG organization, the techniques considered so far have included model-based image coding, human interaction with multimedia environments and low-bit-rate speech coding.

"When completed," Ostermann says, "the MPEG-4 standard will enable a whole spectrum of new applications, including interactive mobile multimedia communications, videophones, mobile audio-visual communication, multimedia electronic mail, remote sensing, electronic newspapers, interactive multimedia databases, multimedia videotext, games, interactive computer imagery and sign language captioning. Because the primary target for these applications is bit rates of up to 64kb/s at good quality, it's anticipated that new coding techniques allowing higher compression than traditional techniques may be necessary.

This effort is in the early stages. Morphology, fractals, model-based techniques are all in the offering." MPEG-4 to date is loosely being defined with a sampling grid having dimensions of 176 by 144 at 10Hz with coded rates between 4,800 bits and 64kb/s. A target application at this rate could be video conferencing or home viewphones over POTS lines.

Reflecting the kind of thinking going into MPEG-4, an important seminar was held in July 1994 in Grimstad, Norway. The meeting brought together experts in media psychology, physiological aspects of vision and hearing, music synthesis, speech synthesis, computer graphics, animation, computer vision, artificial and virtual reality, plus other fields. They contributed ideas for various applications and coding methods for MPEG-4. Conceivably, MPEG-4 could replace CCITT H.261, the most widely used international video compression standard for video conferencing over switched networks, which encode data in a hierarchical block structure format.

MPEG-4 is receiving its most ardent support in Europe. The European Union ACTS project developed software for several parts of MPEG-4, including the successful development in 1995 of software for video encoding and decoding. More recently, the effort to develop MPEG-4 architecture, software and hardware has shifted to a project called Emphasis. Players in the Emphasis project include Thomson, Siemens, Philips, Hertz Institute, France Telecom, Telenor, Ecole Polytechnic, University of Hannover and others.

"The objective of the Emphasis project," says spokeswoman Paul Fellow at Thomson Microelectronics Ltd., "is to firmly establish a European lead in software and silicon technology suitable for MPEG-4. The project will actively contribute to MPEG-4 standards by delivering three key technologies MSCL (MPEG-4 Syntax Description Language), software implementation of MPEG-4 tools and algorithms, and..."
Four minutes to air.
Don’t you just love waiting for the tape?

Now would be a good time to talk to us about the Profile® PDR Digital Video Disk Recorder.
It has complete Fibre Channel network capability; up to nine hours of native digital storage; a new interface that makes editing, scheduling and managing source files as easy as click and drag; an awesome RAID option with as much as 96 hours of instant digital access; or a Profile Library System on the order of 1.5 Terabytes.

What this means is that the ulcer-inducing days of waiting for someone to finish with a vital source tape – or even trying to locate it – are finally gone. Everybody can share the same source, at the same time. Instantly.
Talk to us about the PDR and other digital storage solutions. Call 1-800-998-3588 ext. 704, or visit our web site at http://www.tek.com/VND

Have you talked to Tektronix?
THE BOTTOM LINE:
Today's competitive multichannel environment requires a specialized type of automation system that can handle short-form insertion and long-form pass-through. This allows cable head-ends and secondary broadcast outlets to add a small amount of local content to programming that is assembled upstream by a network distributor or primary station. Growth in ad sales by cable operators and increasing multiple-station operation by broadcasters have made this type of automation system more popular.

When planning such an installation, several factors must be considered in order to create a system that adequately addresses a facility's specific needs.

Traditional approaches
Local insertion systems, as this type of automation is often required only to insert occasional spots into a program feed that is assembled elsewhere. Unlike full-station automation, these systems require small amounts of storage and relatively simple control features, although they often must manage several channels of programming simultaneously. If properly designed, they can provide substantial return on investment.

Photos: This encoding station handles the upload of spots from U-matic and Betacam tapes to MPEG-2 files on hard disk.

By Tom Rush
We've been improving our delivery speed. It's now about 1000% faster.

Not content with merely offering the finest video distribution technology in the world — one that makes interoperability between analog and digital formats easy — we looked to see where else we could improve. So we decided to get it to you faster.

Now when you need Grass Valley equipment, instead of three months, you can have it delivered within two weeks.* It's part of our new delivery system.

Why not call and test it? We'll send you our distribution products catalog and a free Tektronix stopwatch. But act soon because our supplies are limited.

1-888-TEK-VIDEO, dept. 904
www.tek.com/VND

Have you talked to Tektronix?

*Pending credit approval. Call for details of products included in this program.
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called, have employed a myriad of tape-based storage in the past. More often than not, ⅛-inch U-matic tape was the workhorse of choice.

Some of the serious problems that exist with such tape-based insertion are limited spot inventory; worn or wrinkled tapes; tracking problems; clipped and miscued spots; poor video quality on air due to multiple generations of tape; inconsistent audio levels; head clogs; worn cables and connectors; and all the other mechanical and electronic problems inherent with tape—multiplied by the number of decks and wiring paths.

Today, just about any digital insertion system will immediately cure many of these ills by its use of non-linear (disk-based) storage. But don’t assume that any disk-based system will provide a complete panacea for a particular situation. Each application’s concerns must be carefully researched and resolved in the decision-making process of customizing an insertion system.

Parameters to consider

First, think about your physical space limitations and pre-wiring requirements. Some vendors ship their pretested custom units already assembled in their own racks. This provides a streamlined installation, but not all facilities will lend themselves to this luxury. In many cases, space and/or funds may be tight and a complement of existing racks may have to be used. Consider the system’s powering needs (including possible electrician costs for any new installation), including power-line conditioning and adequate UPS capacity to support the equipment without damage or failure during power spikes or interruptions.

Uploading spots into the non-linear storage mode is the function of the automation system’s encoding station. This is typically the most expensive part of the system, so it should be planned carefully. Issues to consider include: What type of source decks will be required? How will switching of audio, video and serial control be accomplished between the decks? (A small switcher may be required.) Is a waveform/vectorscope combination or VU metering device provided with the encoder? Is an automatic gain control (AGC) for audio levels included or optionally available?

Can the encoder embed a spot’s ID number in every frame of the video? This might not be required in every of crashed hard drives) are highly recommended. Hard drives should be “hot swappable,” with a couple of spare drives always on hand. Some operators physically transport large quantities of spots to insertion facilities on these drives, in lieu of using optical drives or when interconnection through high-speed data lines is unavailable.

Getting started

When installing a disk-based insertion system at an existing facility, the process of changeover is another important issue. Get the encoding station running first, so staff can begin uploading spots while the rest of the system (the on-line insertion hardware) is still being installed. This also provides material to use during testing of the insertion equipment. Running actual schedules and current spots makes the most convincing statement of a system’s readiness to launch.

If a staff engineer or a head-end technician knows some computer programming, custom filtering of existing library-reel files (placing spot IDs, time-code “in” points and other data into the appropriate fields for the encoding computer’s software) could save some time in the start-up phase. Encoding directly from active spot reels (as opposed to going back to original spots) can greatly simplify and accelerate the initial upload process. Although the quality of spots on the library reels may suffer from ¾-inch generation loss, a systematic replacement of those ads from the original tapes at a later date, combined with the natural attrition of outdated spots, will soon right those wrongs.

Storage

MPEG-2 encoding provides enhanced picture quality and a potential 30% savings in storage space over MPEG-1.5 (which may not even be offered on the latest systems). With MPEG-1.5, a file size of 22MB makes a 30-second spot look nice on the air. With MPEG-2, that same 30-second spot can look even better at a file size of only 16MB.

A major factor to consider is the size, type, configuration and number of archives or hard-drive storage devices. An archive with 32GB storage could hold up to 2,000 spots. RAID capabilities (which allow the automatic rebuilding of damaged hard drives) are highly recommended. Hard drives should be “hot swappable,” with a couple of spare drives always on hand. Some operators physically transport large quantities of spots to insertion facilities on these drives, in lieu of using optical drives or when interconnection through high-speed data lines is unavailable.

Multichannel operation

For multiple-channel inserters (more common in cable applications), consider the number of I/Os vs. the actual architecture of the insertion units. A vendor’s claim of 16-channel capability may translate into 16 I/Os, but only 12 actual playback cards (decoders) and a “staging” hard drive associated with each card.
There's no reason to miss the NAB Convention this year.

In fact, invite your whole crew to attend the 1997 NAB Convention on Broadcast Engineering's groundbreaking Internet Show Daily site. Be there all five days beginning April 6, hearing the buzz, getting news as it occurs, and learning about new products as they're announced. All this with a click of your mouse.

Broadcast Engineering's industry-leading editorial team will cover topics including networking, compression, recording formats, digital production and transmission, video servers, effects and editing systems, and offer new product introductions and marketing partnerships from the convention floor.

PLUS you'll get your first glimpse of Broadcast Engineering's coveted Pick Hit award winners on the Internet Show Daily immediately following the show.

Now all of your staff will have the latest show information at their desks while they're keeping your signal on the air and productions on time.

The industry's first Internet Daily features Broadcast Engineering's editorial staff and includes topical updates from the editorial teams of BE Radio, Lighting Dimensions, Millimeter, Satellite Communications, TCI, Video Systems, and World Broadcast News. Cover all the NAB '97 hot buttons with the industry's leading group of communications magazines.

Be a part of the NAB Convention with the best at http://www.broadcastengineering.com. April 6 through September 12, 1997. For Internet Daily advertising opportunities, contact The Eidolon Group Inc., 800-901-8202 or e-mail robt@eidolongroup.com.

Broadcast Engineering
The stuff that dreams are made of...™

Circle (51) on Free Info Card
www.americanradiohistory.com
Your company will take either one road or the

Our VideoStore™ Multichannel Video File Server: This solution is ideal for broadcasters, telcos, cable systems and interconnects who are looking for a cost-effective, stand-alone, complete commercial insertion package.

And it is, indeed, a complete package. The VideoStore System has the capacity to offer hundreds of hours of storage and hundreds of channels of programming. Not to mention MPEG-2 Main Profile at Main Level (MP@ML) for the outstanding picture quality that you’ve come to expect from Sony.

It’s also entirely broadcast ready, with support of closed-captioning and expanded motion estimation, four channels of audio, and instant access to all video clips in your library.

Yet its highlights don’t stop there. There’s also our Predictive Maintenance™ feature. Its built-in redundancies offer maximum protection against mishaps while letting you know of virtually all potential problems before they become real ones.

Plus, with the VideoStore System’s open protocol, even third party automation vendors can use any control platform to operate the VideoStore System. In other words, you get the flexibility that you want, that you require, and that is so necessary to integrate the automation software package that’s best for your station.
The Sony Transmission Automation System (STAS): Our STAS System is modular, making it well suited for broadcasters of most any size, network control environments, cable networks and programming originators.

That's especially true if you consider configurability, growth and comprehensive management of both program and commercial material into a plant-wide digital format to be important requirements.

With hundreds of hours of storage capacity, STAS is more than capable of handling all your long- and short-form programming needs. You can use it for the origination, contribution and distribution of all your transmission materials. And with its MPEG-2 4:2:2 profile compression technology, our STAS System consistently delivers superior signal quality, enhanced chroma, full VBI support, frame accuracy and minimum degradation during subsequent recompression.

What's more, with its Component Serial Digital outputs, STAS offers complete digital signal integrity while being the transmission component of your digital environment.

For additional information on our VideoStore and STAS Systems, simply call us at 1-800-472-SONY, ext. INSERT. Or you can visit us on the Internet. Our address is http://www.sel.sony.com/SEL/bppg/videostore/index.html.
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Some experimentation is required in pairing networks to avoid “collisions” (i.e., two networks calling for the same breaks at the same time). A “first-come, first-serve” basis may be fine for most installations, but perhaps not all. Some vendors offer inserters with true multi-tasking server capabilities that bypass the temporary “staging” of spots on dedicated playback drives. Examine this issue closely. Be sure to have one or two spare playback cards on hand. Most vendors can overnight-deliver emergency replacement parts, but a lot of spot opportunities can be lost during that time. In a pinch, the pairing of networks can be rearranged or perhaps temporarily implemented to cover a brief shortage of playback cards.

Multiple locations

Networking of multiple sites may also be required. One reliable method of bicycling spots from a single encoder location to multiple insertion sites uses magneto-optical (MO) disks. At 16MB per spot, about 80 spots can be transported on a 1.3GB disk. An alternative to this “sneakernet” approach involves the use of T1 data circuits from telco. Initial cost of T1 terminal equipment at each location may run into the thousands of dollars, and monthly service charges of $500 or more are common, but such direct interconnection does offer significant efficiencies. Using a single T1 line (1.536Mb/s) to send a new or replacement spot to a remote inserter site can take as little as two-and-a-half minutes. This makes the burden of last-minute scheduling strictly a traffic issue.

Higher-speed interconnections are often available, but their additional cost is generally not justifiable. Some vendors offer routing software to expedite and automate spot distribution by comparing traffic schedules and spot inventories available at each site. If spots need to be added to any insertion site, the software searches a “V-mail” (video mail) archive and automatically sends the spots to the appropriate destinations’ archives. If a spot is not available in the V-mail archive, the software sends that spot’s ID to the encoding station to alert the operator. If a spot is not used during a pre-set period of days at a given location, the software offers the opportunity to delete the spot from the site.

Administrative and control functions

Communication between the encoding station’s software and the traffic and billing software is a critical component. If a required spot’s ID pops up at the encoding station, does it have the client’s name, spot title or spot length associated with it? Will the operator need to make a phone call to traffic? Will handwritten insertion instructions still be needed to identify that information? Is additional communication software provided by the vendor to run routine checks and monitor the inserter sites remotely? Will that software automatically page an engineer with specific error codes?

Third-party software is available and already in use by many facilities to head off serious equipment failures. Monthly charges need to be considered for licensing such software. The ability of an engineer to access the inserters via modem from a computer at home and inspect problems can save an operation revenue, embarrassment with clients and unnecessary travel or overtime for technicians.

Reception of insertion cue tones must also be addressed. In some cases, the automation system vendor offers a feed of cueing data for the popular national cable programming networks. This unified cueing feed is delivered by satellite and allows a single data source to provide control for most or all of the channels managed by the inserter system at a cable head-end. Some additional hardware costs or monthly service fees may be involved. Otherwise, the inserter must be equipped to respond directly to DTMF tones or contact closures from each incoming channel’s cueing data.

If other manual or automated insertion equipment is wired into any of these same channels or if the programming feed offers alternate feeds for specific markets, additional cue-sensing equipment may need to be interfaced. This will help avoid accidentally covering other locally inserted programming or spots, as well as avoiding conflict with any unscheduled program extensions (such as overtime sports broadcasts).

Cost analysis

Is digital non-linear insertion automation worth it? Costs for multiple-channel inserters will typically work out to about $10,000 per channel (excluding the cost of the encoding station). Factoring reduced labor costs, improved inventory management, increased inventory through added channel capabilities, reduced maintenance costs and the like, these systems can pay for themselves in 18 to 24 months if the sales staff is reasonably successful at its job.

More than a few cable ad sales managers (in fact, probably all of them) included such digital systems in their 1997 capital budget requests. Naturally, not all will get approval. But if those managers whose requests do get approved have designed an appropriate system, they won’t be disappointed.

Tom Rush is operations manager for TCI Media Services, Overland Park, KS.

FOR MORE information

Circle (200) on Free Info Card. See also “Commercial Insertion Systems,” p.17 of the 1997 BE Buyers Guide.
DIGICART/II. THE VOICE OF MASTER CONTROL. No wonder it's used by virtually every major television network in the world. Fact is, DigiCart/II is the industry standard for playback of bumpers, voice-overs, stingers, and effects. Nothing else organizes, archives, and instantly retrieves more than 10,000 sounds with digital quality and precision. It's networkable, uses both hard disks and removable media, and supports both fully linear digital audio and Dolby® compression. With programmable playlists, full GPI, and serial control, DigiCart/II is your best insurance against dead air, missed cues, and make-goods. So test drive a DigiCart/II in your facility at our expense. Call today and we'll send you one tomorrow.

If you're a call-letter station, you can try DigiCart/II for 10 days with no obligation. If you decide to buy it, we'll arrange your purchase through one of our authorized dealers. Call (818) 991-0360 or fax (818) 991-1360 today.

c-mail: info@360systems.com • web: www.360systems.com

Test offer good in the continental US and Canada only. Test offer expires March 31, 1997. 360 Systems and DigiCart/II are registered trademarks of 360 Systems. ©1996 360 Systems
Preparing for disaster

Murphy was an optimist. Prepare for the worst; you’ll probably get it.

By Jerry Whitaker

Major natural disasters, such as Hurricane Andrew and the Northridge, CA, earthquake help us focus on assuring that information systems will work during emergencies. These natural disasters hammer home the weaknesses in the system. They can also be rare windows of opportunity to learn from past mistakes and make improvements for the future.

A plan that has not been fully tested under realistic conditions is not a plan. Emergency management experts specialize in building plans and building exercises to test them. Sometimes called a tabletop, plan exercises can be quite realistic. The exercise manager writes a scenario for a likely emergency. Messages are written to stress the plan and the team assignments it makes. One or more referees watch as the exercise unfolds. There is a debriefing immediately after the exercise. The emergency plan is adjusted if necessary. A tabletop is, in microcosm,
Wireless workhorse for ENG professionals

There is more to making the best wireless microphone for ENG than bells and whistles. It takes a responsive attitude, the best engineers and most innovative products. It takes relentless engineering efforts, and products that perform reliably, day after day, year after year.

Ask anyone who uses Lectrosonics wireless microphones what they think. Ask them about range, audio quality, reliability and factory direct support. You are likely to hear some very positive words.

If you already use Lectrosonics, thank you! You know you made the right choice. If you have never tried one, isn’t it about time?

The 190 Series Wireless System

The 190 system is a narrowband UHF design intended for congested RF environments. 5-pole helical resonator filters in the front-end, and ultra-sharp UNICHANNEL® crystal filters in the receiver IF stage provide the highest selectivity in the industry. The dual-band compandor and AFC tuning circuitry provide outstanding audio quality. This is a workhorse for those with golden ears. The rugged, machined aluminum belt-pack and plug-on transmitters offer wide range input limiting and work with any microphone you already own.

Call for more information and a FREE copy of the 50 page Wireless Guide!

800-821-1121
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a safe way to close the emergency preparedness loop before a real emergency strikes.

The planning process

It’s impossible to separate emergency planning from the facility where the plan will be put into action. Emergency planning must be integral to a functional facility. It must support the main mission and the people who must carry it out. It must work when all else fails. Designers first must obtain firm commitment and backing from top management. Commitment is always easier to get if management has experienced a major earthquake or a powerful storm first-hand. Fear is a powerful motivator. Disaster planning and recovery is an art, a science and a technology. Like such entities as the Institute of Electrical and Electronics Engineers (IEEE) or the Society of Broadcast Engineers (SBE), disaster planners have their own professional groups and certification standards.

Many states provide year-round classroom training for government disaster planners. Some planners work full-time for the military or in the public safety arenas of government, others have found homes in businesses who recognize that staying in business after a major disaster is smart business. Still others offer their skills and services as consultants to firms who need to jump-start their disaster planning process.

The technical support group must have responsibility or supervision over the environmental infrastructure of your broadcast station. Without oversight, electronic systems are at the mercy of whomever controls that environment. Local emergencies can be triggered by preventable failures in air supply systems, preventable roof leaks or uncoordinated telephone, computer or AC wiring changes. Seemingly harmless acts, such as employees plugging electric heaters into the wrong AC outlet, have downed entire facilities. Successful practitioners of systems design and support must take daily emergencies into account in the overall planning process.

Identifying realistic risks

Before you can plan for future problems, you must identify what those problems may be. To this end, a list of realistic risks should be developed, based on specific hazards identified by local conditions. Such risks include the following:

- regional high-water marks for the 100- and 150-year storms;
- regional social, political and governmental conditions;
- regional commercial electrical power reliability;
- regional weather conditions;
- regional geography; and
- regional geology.

Next, assess specific local hazards that could be triggered by the following:

- threats from present or former employees who may hold grudges;
- external parties who are likely to get mad at your station;
- other factors that could make you an easy target;
- nearby man-made hazards;
- construction of your facility;
- electrical power; and
- other utilities, including buried pipelines.

If possible, seek aid from emergency planning professionals when you finish your list. They can help devise a well-written and comprehensive emergency plan. They can also help with detailed research on such factors as geology and dealing with hazardous materials, such as stored diesel fuel. After there is agreement on the major goals for operations under emergency conditions, you will have a clear direction for refining your emergency plan.

Perform a realistic assessment of the risks that your plan suggests. Don’t overlook the obvious. If computers, transmitters or routing equipment depend on cool air, how can they continue to operate during a heat wave when your one air conditioner has malfunctioned?

What level of reliability should a designer build into a broadcast station? Emergencies introduce chaos into the reliability equation. Most engineers are quite happy when a system achieves 99.9999% reliability. Although the glass is more than half full, four nines reliability still means eight minutes of outage over a one-year period. Reliability is an educated prediction based on a number of factors that may or may not be directly applicable to your particular installation.

Alternate sites

No matter how well you plan, something still could happen that will require you to abandon your studio or transmitter facility for some period of time. Broadcasters in some areas have instituted mutual aid agreements whereby certain facilities are made available to the affected station for a specified period of time. Some-
You have 2 seconds to find the right image. — too late! Next time use FlashFile.

When you're on-air, seconds can seem like a lifetime. That's why more broadcasters are turning to Pinnacle's Flash family of products for their still and clip storage needs. Because Flash is an open architecture PC-based system, you can configure for today's requirements and add functionality as you need it.

Start with a FlashFile and you can store thousands of full-quality, uncompressed digital images. Access stored images instantly using our graphical interface and advanced database tools. Then to expand your storage capacity, upgrade by adding FlashNet to create a network-wide library of images and clips, accessible from any FlashFile. And when you're ready to create custom graphics, add our FlashGraphix system and get broadcast quality paint, titling and 3-D modeling.

Call 1-800-4PINNACLE extension 665 or visit our web site at http://www.pinnaclesys.com for our brochure and see how Pinnacle's Flash system can keep you from losing a second!
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Figure 3. A dual utility feeder system with interlocked circuit breakers.

times, this is the only way to resume service to the public in the event of a major disaster. If management shows reluctance to share facilities with a competitor, respectfully ask what they would do if their own facility is rendered useless.

Standby power options

Of all the failures that a broadcast facility is likely to experience in any given year, the loss of AC power is the most common. To ensure the continuity of power, most stations depend upon some form of on-site generation.

The engine-generator shown in Figure 1 is the classic standby power system. An automatic transfer switch monitors the AC voltage coming from the utility company line for power failure conditions. Upon detection of an outage for a predetermined period of time (generally one to 10 seconds), the standby generator is started; after the generator is up to speed, the load is transferred from the utility to the local generator. Upon return of the utility feed, the load is switched back after some pre-determined “safe time-delays,” and the generator is stopped. This basic type of system is widely used in broadcasting and provides economical protection against prolonged power outages (five minutes or more).

In some areas, usually metropolitan centers, two utility company power drops can be brought into a facility as a means of providing a source of standby power. As shown in Figure 2, two separate utility service drops — from separate power-distribution systems — are brought into the facility, and an automatic transfer switch changes the load to the backup line in the event of a main-line failure. The dual feeder system provides an advantage over the auxiliary diesel arrangement in that power transfer from main to standby can be made in a fraction of a second if a static transfer switch is used. Time delays are involved in the diesel generator system that limit its usefulness to power failures lasting more than several minutes.

The dual feeder system of protection is based on the assumption that each of the service drops brought into the facility is routed via different paths. This being the case, the likelihood of a failure on both power lines simultaneously is remote. The dual feeder system will not, however, protect against area-wide power failures, which may occur from time to time.

The dual feeder system is limited primarily to urban areas. Rural or mountainous regions generally aren’t equipped for dual redundant utility company operation. Even in urban areas, the cost of bringing a second power line into a facility can be high, particularly if special lines must be installed for the feed. If two separate utility services are available at or near the site, redundant feeds generally will be less expensive than engine-driven generators of equivalent capacity.

Figure 3 illustrates a dual feeder system that uses both utility inputs simultaneously at the facility. Notice that during normal operation, both AC lines feed loads, and the tie circuit breaker is open. In the event of a loss of either line, the circuit breaker switches reconfigure the load to place the entire facility on the single remaining AC feed. Switching is performed automatically; manual control is provided in the event of a planned shutdown on one of the lines.

A more sophisticated power control system is shown in Figure 4, where a dual feeder supply is coupled with a motor-generator (m-g) set to provide clean, undisturbed AC power to the load. The m-g set will smooth over the transition from the main utility feed to the standby, often making a commercial power failure unnoticed by on-site personnel. An m-g typically will give up to half a second of power fail ride-through, more than enough to accomplish a transfer from one utility feed to the other. This standby power system is further refined in the application illustrated in Figure 5, where a diesel generator has been added to the system.

Figure 4. A dual feeder standby power system using an m-g set to provide power fail ride-through and transient-disturbance protection. Switching circuits allow the m-g set to be bypassed if necessary.

www.americanradiohistory.com
MPEG-2 digital video? Get more than just a boost in channel capacity. Get network control and save rack space.

Save space. Pack digital video encoding, three stereo digital audio channels and your QPSK modulator into 5 1/4 inches of rack space. Wrap it in a package so rugged it thrives in SNG trucks. Only Wegener delivers this much in this little space!

Get control. Boost programming flexibility with the industry's most advanced network control system. Go beyond addressability!

Control each receive site, groups of sites or all sites simultaneously. Deliver localized programming. Switch external devices. Transmit messaging and e-mail. Send data. Change video data rates on the fly—2.5 to 15 Mbps—to adapt to broadcast material, weather conditions and available bandwidth. Select FEC coding rate (DVB compliant, of course), output power and frequency.

Locally, use front-panel controls or a remote serial port. Over the network, a new drag-and-drop graphical interface makes Wegener's advanced Addressable Network Control System even more powerful.

Get more than just digital video. Get the Wegener difference in MPEG-2 digital video. Cut your costs and build your profits. Call our Fax-On-Demand toll-free at (800) 711-1142 for a fact sheet that will help you compare digital video products—or e-mail zmpeg2@wegener.com.

Do it today. We'll respond immediately.
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With the automatic overlap transfer switch shown at the generator output, this arrangement also can be used for peak-demand power shaving.

Generators are available for power levels ranging from less than 1kVA to several thousand kVA or more. Machines also may be paralleled to provide greater capacity. Generator sets typically are divided by the type of power plant used:

- **Diesel. Advantages:** rugged and dependable, low fuel costs, low fire and/or explosion hazard. **Disadvantages:** somewhat more costly than other engines, heavier in smaller sizes.
- **Natural and liquefied-petroleum gas. Advantages:** quick starting, low initial maintenance. **Disadvantages:** availability of natural gas during area-wide power failure subject to question.
- **Gasoline. Advantages:** rapid starting, low initial cost. **Disadvantages:** greater hazard associated with storing and handling gasoline, generally shorter mean time between overhaul.
- **Gas turbine. Advantages:** smaller and lighter than piston engines of comparable horsepower, rooftop installations practical, rapid response to load changes. **Disadvantages:** longer time required to start and reach operating speed, sensitive to high input air temperature.

The type of power plant chosen usually is determined primarily by the environment in which the system will be operated and by the cost of ownership. For example, a standby generator located in an urban area office complex may be best suited to the use of an engine powered by natural gas, because of the problems inherent in storing large amounts of fuel. State or local building codes may place expensive restrictions on fuel-storage tanks and make the use of a gasoline- or diesel-powered engine impractical. The use of propane usually is restricted to rural areas. The availability of propane during periods of bad weather (when most power failures occur) also must be considered.

The nature of most power outages requires a sophisticated monitoring system for the engine-generator set. Most power failures occur during bad weather. Most standby generators are unattended. More often than not, the standby system will start, run and shut down without any human intervention or supervision. For reliable operation, the monitoring system must check the status of the machine continually to ensure that all parameters are within normal limits. Time-delay periods usually are provided by the controller that require an outage to last from five to 10 seconds before the generator is started and the load is transferred. This prevents false starts that needlessly exercise the system. A time delay of five to 30 minutes usually is allowed between the restoration of utility power and return of the load. This delay permits the utility AC lines to stabilize before the load is reapplied.

**Batteries**

Batteries are the lifeblood of most low-power portable devices. Batteries also play a key role in the operation of uninterruptible power systems (UPS), which have become critical to the proper operation of most computers and computer-based systems. Recent research has brought about a number of different battery chemistries, each offering distinct advantages over the others, but none providing a fully satisfactory solution to all common applications. Today’s most common and promising chemistries available include:

- **Nickel cadmium** (NiCd) — used for portable radios, cellular phones, video cameras, laptop computers and power tools. NiCds have good load characteristics, are economically priced and are simple to use.
- **Nickel metal hydride** (NiMH) — used for cellular phones and laptop computers where high-energy is important and cost is secondary.
- **Sealed lead acid** (SLA) — used for UPS systems and other demanding applications.

---


**BATTERY TERMS DEFINED**

- **Energy density** is the capacity of the battery measured in watt-hours per kilogram (Wh/kg).
- **Cycle life** indicates the typical number of charge-discharge cycles before the capacity decreases from the nominal 100% to 80% (65% for the reusable alkaline).
- **Fast-charge time** is the time required to fully charge an empty battery.
- **Self-discharge** indicates the self-discharge rate when the battery isn’t in use. “Moderate” refers to 1% to 2% capacity loss per day.
- **Cell voltage** multiplied by the number of cells provides the battery terminal voltage.
- **Load current** is the maximum recommended current the battery can provide. “High” refers to a discharge rate of 1C; “very high” is a current higher than 1C. (C-rate is a unit by which charge and discharge times are scaled. If discharged at 1C, a 1,000mAh battery provides a current of 1,000mA; if discharged at 0.5C, the current is 500mA.)
- **Exercise requirement** indicates the frequency the battery needs exercising to achieve maximum service life.
- **Battery cost** is the estimated commercial price of a commonly available battery.
- **Cost per cycle** indicates the operating cost derived by taking the average price of a commercial battery and dividing it by the cycle count.
- **In commercial use since** is the approximate year when the battery became commercially available.
31st SMPTE Advanced Motion Imaging Conference

The Age of Compression: Nonlinear Editing, Digital Broadcasting, and Other Wonders

February 6-8, 1997
Crowne Plaza Manhattan
New York, N.Y.

Sessions
Four sessions with an emphasis on the transition to digital technology and nonlinear systems, including video servers, graphics devices, and storage systems associated with the latest broadcast technology.

SMPTE Sessions:
- Nonlinear Editing: Technical and Operational Issues
- Digital Distribution
- Storage Technologies Using Compression
- Advanced Television

Two Day-Long Seminars to Follow Conference
- Shooting on Film, Editing Nonlinear, Completing on Film and Video: What Procedures are Available for the Filmmaker?
  Saturday, February 8, 1997, 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m
  Crowne Plaza Hotel
- A Technical Introduction to Digital Video
  Presented by Charles A. Poynton
  Saturday, February 8, 1997, 9:30 a.m. - 5:30 p.m
  Astor Ballroom, Marriott Marquis
  (one block from Crowne Plaza)

Save $100
Register prior to January 10, 1997

Mail or fax your form and payment to:
SMPTE
595 West Hartsdale Avenue
White Plains, NY 10607-1824
Tel: (914) 761-1100
Fax: (914) 761-3115

Register on-line:
http://www.smpte.org

Registration Form

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Before</th>
<th>After</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Member: Conference &amp; Seminar (Luncheon &amp; Reception Incl.)</td>
<td>$385</td>
<td>$485</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Member: Conference Only (Luncheon &amp; Reception Incl.)</td>
<td>$250</td>
<td>$350</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmember: Conference &amp; Seminar (Luncheon &amp; Reception Incl.)</td>
<td>$485</td>
<td>$585</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nonmember: Conference Only (Luncheon &amp; Reception Incl.)</td>
<td>$330</td>
<td>$430</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Member: Conference, Seminar (Luncheon &amp; Reception Incl.)</td>
<td>$60</td>
<td>$70</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Nonmember: Conference, Seminar (Luncheon &amp; Reception Incl.)</td>
<td>$80</td>
<td>$90</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Member: Seminar Only</td>
<td>$25</td>
<td>$35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Student Nonmember: Seminar Only</td>
<td>$35</td>
<td>$45</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life Member/Life Fellow (Conference &amp; Seminar)</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Seminars Only
- Shooting on Film
  Member (book incl.)                                      $100   | $125  |
  Nonmember (book incl.)                                   $125   | 150   |

Members of AIVF, IFP, I.A., DGA, ITVA, ITS, AICP and Women in Film receive SMPTE member rates on Shooting on Film seminar registration only. Please specify your organization.

- A Technical Introduction to Digital Video by Charles Poynton
  Member (book incl.)                                      $135   | $155  |
  Nonmember (book incl.)                                   $160   | 175   |

Social Events
- Partner’s Program                                       $125   | 150   |
- Get-Together Luncheon                                    $50    | 60    |

AUTHORS: Two days Papers Program Complimentary: Seminar $100.00

TOTAL AMOUNT DUE $100

- Cancellations must be made in writing. A $50 administrative fee will be incurred.
- No refunds or cancellations postmarked after January 20, 1997.
- Registration credentials will be available for pickup on site.

Mail or fax your form and payment to:
SMPTE
595 West Hartsdale Avenue
White Plains, NY 10607-1824
Tel: (914) 761-1100
Fax: (914) 761-3115

Register on-line:
http://www.smpte.org

Name ____________________________
Company __________________________
Address __________________________
City __________________ State ______
Country __________________ Zip/Postal Code __________
Tel __________________ Fax __________
Partner’s Name (if registering) __________________________
SMPTE member? Yes ☐ No ☐ Membership Number __________
Payment Method ☐ Check enclosed (payable to SMPTE) ☐ MC ☐ Visa ☐ AmEx
Account # __________________________
Expiration Date _____________________
Name on Card (please print) __________
Signature __________________________
Preparing for disaster

Applications where energy-to-weight ratio is not critical and low battery cost is desirable.

- **Lithium ion** (Li-Ion) — available only in limited supply and presently used for some video cameras. When readily available, this chemistry will replace some NiCds for high energy-density applications, but at a higher cost.

- **Lithium polymer** (Li-Polymer) — when commercially available, this battery will have the highest energy density and lowest self-discharge, but its load characteristics will only suit low-current applications.

- **Reusable alkaline** — used for light duty applications. Because of its low self-discharge, this battery is suitable for portable entertainment devices and other non-critical appliances that are used only occasionally.

No single battery offers all the answers; rather, each chemistry is based on a number of compromises. Table I compares the pros and cons of the six most common batteries: the sealed NiCd, NiMH, SLA, Li-Ion, Li-Polymer and reusable alkaline.

It’s interesting to observe that the NiCd has the shortest charge time, delivers the highest load current and offers the lowest cost-per-cycle, but is most demanding on exercise requirements. For applications where high energy density is critical, regular exercise is impractical and cost secondary, the NiMH is considered the best choice. Not without problems, NiMH batteries have a cycle life one-third that of NiCds. Furthermore, field use has revealed that the NiMH also needs some level of exercise to maximize service life, but to a lesser extent than the NiCd. In comparison, the SLA needs little or no maintenance, but has a low energy density.

Among rechargeable batteries, the NiCd has been around the longest (since 1950). It’s also one of the best understood chemistries and has become a standard against which other batteries are compared.

**Plan ahead**

The bottom line in dealing with a disaster is preparation. First, develop a realistic plan to deal with a wide range of possible occurrences. Second, gain management and staff support for the plan. Third, test the plan with practice drills and revise the procedures as necessary.

Although it may be impossible to prevent certain disasters, at least you will be able to deal with them.

Jerry Whitaker is a contributing editor to Broadcast Engineering magazine.

Bibliography: The following material is suggested for further reading on this topic:

When it comes to NAB'97, one word says it all. Hot

You can feel the energy. The air is crackling with excitement. As more than 1,200 exhibitors converge on Las Vegas to show off the hottest new technologies, products and services for broadcasting, audio/video production, post-production, satellite communication, telecommunications, multimedia and the Internet. Everything you need to compete in the world of convergence. Plus 200 sessions in 11 conferences. Unlimited opportunities to network — and do business — with industry movers and shakers from around the world. It's all here at NAB'97, the most exciting show in town.

And it's getting hotter!

Just as the convergence marketplace is growing by leaps and bounds, so is NAB'97 — with new features and programs. So if you want to stay one step ahead of your competition, NAB'97 is the place to get a head start. Check out these new features:

- 5 new conferences:
  - NAB Communications and Connectivity '97
  - Uplink '97: International Satellite Conference
  - Electronic Distribution Conference
  - NAB MultiMedia World
  - Internet Business Conference
  - New Media Professional Conference
  - Broadcast Designers Conference

- Hundreds of new exhibits for television/video/film, radio/audio, multimedia and the Internet and intranets. And if connectivity is important to you, there's plenty of it in the new Satellite and Telecommunications Pavilion.

- Plus, you can explore the world of cyberspace in the bigger and better Internet Theater and new Intranet Business Theater.

Conferences: April 5 & 6-10, 1997
Exhibits: April 7-10, 1997
Las Vegas, Nevada USA

Bring Your Whole Team!
With so much going on — so much to see, hear, demo, learn and experience, you can't possibly be everywhere at once. Don't miss a beat — bring your whole team so you can make the most of everything NAB'97 has to offer.

Register on the Web!
Check our website at www.nab.org/conventions/ for all the latest information on conferences, exhibitors, registration and housing. Interactive search tools make it easy to find the sessions and exhibitors that will benefit you, and plan your visit to NAB'97.

For more information, complete this form and fax to: (202)229-5243
Please send me information on NAB'97 ◐ Attending ◐ Exhibiting

Areas of Interest (Check all that apply):
[ ] Radio/Audio [ ] Television/Video/Film [ ] Multimedia [ ] Internet/Intranet [ ] Telecommunications [ ] Satellite

Name:_________________________ Title:_________________________
Company:____________________ Call Letters:________ [ ] AM [ ] FM [ ] TV
Address:_____________________
City:_________________________ State:____________________ Zip:____________________ Country:____________________
Phone:_______________________ Fax:______________________ E-Mail Address:____________________

For up-to-the-minute registration, exhibitor and program details:
- Visit the NAB Website at www.nab.org/conventions/
- Call the NAB Fax-On-Demand Service at (301)216-1847 from the touch-tone handset of your fax machine and follow the voice instructions.
- For information on attending, call (800)342-2460 or (202)775-4970. For information on exhibiting, call (800)NAB-EXPO or (202)775-4988.

Circle (47) on Free Info Card
Adding DTV to your tower: Implications and considerations

With the finalization of the Grand Alliance’s DTV standard, stations will begin to look seriously at the requirements for implementing DTV. One of the most commonly overlooked links in the air chain is the tower. Before additions can be made, it must be determined what, if any, new loads the existing tower can support.

This process should begin with the station engineering staff and management agreeing on the new equipment to be installed. In many cases, there may be multiple options, such as combining the existing NTSC UHF transmitter and new DTV transmitter into an existing antenna or perhaps, a new combined antenna will be used. In either case, the existing transmission line may be re-used or replaced or additional line or waveguide may be added. In the case of VHF stations, the question of mounting the new DTV antenna above or below the existing antenna is paramount. To further complicate the VHF stations’ headaches is the option of simultaneously replacing an aging VHF antenna with a new antenna, such as a side-mounted panel array or top-mounted stack. Once the various options are narrowed down, the next step is to investigate the tower’s current condition and capacity.

Tower evaluation

Before any tower analysis can be undertaken, drawings or plans of the existing tower must be obtained. In many cases, stations may have little or no records or drawings of their tower. In these cases, a complete tower inspection will be required to measure all the members, guy cables, bolts, etc. Determining foundation dimensions can be difficult, and may often require a partial excavation or soil probing to outline the concrete dimensions. If the soil characteristics are unknown, a soils investigation by a geotechnical firm may be warranted. Once the tower is measured, a further complication is determining the actual grade or strength of steel used. In extreme cases, small samples of the unidentified steel, and sometimes even bolts, may be removed from the tower and sent to a lab for testing. Table 1 shows a check list of the basic information required to perform a proper structural analysis.

Often, even with a complete set of drawings, a tower inspection is strongly recommended to investigate the condition of the tower with respect to corrosion, guy cable tension and general wear and tear. Such an inspection will also accurately map the existing antennas and transmission lines.

Armed with all the information on the existing tower and antennas, the proposed antenna scenarios should be investigated, including any optional arrangements of existing NTSC and new DTV antennas. Installation considerations, including the need for any NTSC off-air periods, should be discussed with the installation crews and the structural engineers.

The sequence of antenna and transmission line change-out that is most desirable from an installation or structural engineering standpoint may not always be the best scenario to minimize off-air time. This is where using a turnkey tower company is a definite asset. A full-service tower company will be able to provide structural engineering services, tower analysis services, installation services, project management, and if necessary, fabrication of new components. If separate companies are used for field work, engineering, manufacturing and coordination rest with the station engineer.

Once the sequence of events has been decided, the tower should be analyzed for the proposed loading. If the tower is old and hasn’t been recently checked, an analysis for the existing “as-is” condition may be desirable. This will provide the station engineer and management with a “benchmark” of the tower’s capacity under the current code, prior to adding the new loads. The tower should be analyzed to the latest version of the EIA-222 code. The current revision “E” will soon be replaced with revision “F.”
In many parts of the United States, icelasting must be considered in the analysis, because it is a real quantity that might never have been checked under previous versions of the tower code. In some cases, towers previously designed or analyzed to the "C" revision may not pass an "E" or "F" code analysis. This is partly due to changes in the wind-loading, height factors and drag factors. Also, more accurate computer models and modern structural analysis software permit more precise analyses. Table 2 shows some combinations of wind- and icelasting that should be checked in accordance with the code.

**Modifications**

Based on the structural analysis results, several courses of action may be required. A proper analysis should include a detailed report outlining the conditions investigated, any assumptions used and a listing of stress levels in all members, including any overstresses.

Modifications, reinforcing design and related costs should also be presented, although some engineering firms will charge an additional fee for this work. Under ideal circumstances, little or no reinforcing will be required and the new DTV antenna installation can proceed. However, in reality, many towers will require reinforcing because of one or more of the following:

- leg members overstressed;
- bracing members overstressed;
- bolted or welded connections overstressed;
- guy cables overstressed (factor of safety is below the minimum specified value in code);
- tower base foundation overstressed (safe bearing capacity of soil/rock is exceeded); and
- tower guy anchor foundations overstressed (factor of safety against sliding or uplift is below the minimum specified value in code).

In angle member towers with bolted connections, the most economical reinforcing usually consists of bolting in additional reinforcing angles or replacing existing members.

---

Intraplex

Intraplex, Inc.
3 Liberty Way
Westford, MA 01886-1638 U.S.A.
Tel: (508) 692-9000 Fax: 2300
England Tel: +44 1442 870123 FAX: 870148
Web Address http://www.Intraplex.com
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with stronger ones. Sometimes, drilling is required to install additional connection bolts. In towers with hollow pipe legs or solid round legs, welding additional material is an option. Unfortunately, welding is usually costly and difficult to perform on an existing tower. Welding to an existing galvanized steel tower also tends to destroy the zinc coating that protects the tower steel from corrosion. Reinforcing options should be discussed carefully with the structural engineer. Sometimes, the proposed reinforcing is difficult to install because there are transmission lines attached to the members that get in the way. Make sure the cost of such modifications includes relocating and reattaching any lines or antennas that may obstruct the installation of the reinforcing.

Oversressed guy cables can sometimes be corrected by adjusting the initial (at rest) tensions. An old tower should have a complete plumb and guy tension adjustment performed to ensure that the tower is within the tolerances specified in the code for verticality and cable tensions. Sometimes, the guy cable capacity is limited by its termination, or end connection, at the tower or anchor end. A guy cable can easily be replaced by a larger-sized cable to increase the safety factor to an acceptable level. However, the structural engineer must then perform another analysis to verify the affects of the larger guy size on the tower members. In such cases, the foundation anchor shaft should also be investigated to make sure that there is adequate capacity to support the new guy cable loads at the anchor plate.

Tower foundations can be difficult to reinforce. Usually, the tower base is adequate, and it's the guy cable anchors that cannot withstand the new tower loads. Sometimes, additional earth material can be used to build a “berm” over the anchor block, increasing its capacity. Foundation modifications have to be reviewed on a case-by-case basis. If required, employ the services of a geotechnical firm to perform a soils analysis to ensure the maximum possible capacity of the foundations is being utilized.

In extreme cases, it may be impractical to economically perform extensive modifications. It may also be against “sound engineering practice” to perform heavy reinforcing. In such cases, investigate the cost of replacing the tower. Ensure that the quote for the new structure includes reserve capacity for leased space and future antenna requirements. It may also be worth the cost to have several antenna and transmission line combinations investigated and the related reinforcing priced out. A higher gain antenna and larger transmission line may afford savings in the cost and operation of the transmitter, but the higher windloading presented to the tower may result in excessive tower upgrade costs. The overall costs of the transmission system must be weighed against the expense of any tower reinforcing costs.

A typical example

LeBlanc recently performed a structural analysis on a typical 1,500-foot guyed tower. The tower was built by LeBlanc in the early '80s to the EIA-222-C code. Originally designed to support a top-mounted UHF TV antenna, mobile antennas and several microwave dishes, the owner now wanted to investigate the possibility of adding a second UHF TV antenna. The proposed antenna was to be side-mounted below the top of the tower. In addition, he also wanted the loading for a future DTV antenna, also side-mounted, below the tower top. Additional waveguide was to be added for the new TV station and the future DTV antenna. Because of the mountaintop location of the tower, the original design included the non-standard loading of 40 miles/hr (one-third of the design wind) with two inches of icing on all tower members and antennas. Most towers designed to the “C” version of the code would not have included iceloading.

LeBlanc proposed an up-to-date analysis of the existing and proposed conditions using EIA-E, with the same basic wind speed as the original design. In addition, an analysis for 75% of the basic wind with one inch of ice, in accordance with EIA-E requirements, was investigated. Finally, a custom analysis using the 40 miles/hr wind with two inches of radial ice was also checked using EIA-E. Based on the analysis results, the tower required some minor diagonal reinforcing in the area of the top guy level. Some of the guy cables exhibited a lower factor of safety with the new loads,
Tower registration update
By Don Markley

Although tower registration has been discussed at length previously in these pages, phone calls and mail suggest that some questions still exist. In addition, the hills seem to be alive with experts, pseudo-experts and outright charlatans who propose to perform this service.

First, the FCC is content to have the tower location specified to the nearest second of latitude and longitude and to have the tower height above ground and the site elevation above sea level stated to the nearest meter. The FAA would prefer that heights be to the nearest foot and coordinates to the nearest tenth of a second. For the purposes of tower registration, it's only necessary to meet the FCC requirements.

Next, the FCC will accept data obtained from a recent topographic quadrangle map. The problem comes in locating the tower(s) on such maps. If the tower has been in existence for some time so that the map has been updated to show the tower location, the coordinates can simply be taken directly from the map. If the tower isn't shown, it must be located precisely, preferably by measurement from known markings on the map. The old calibrated eyeball simply will not do here; a survey or measurement with the proper type of GPS equipment will. If the location can be accurately determined by such means and plotted on the map, it may be

Continued on page 89
Triax and coax camera control systems

The proliferation of broadcasting live events from such locations as stadiums, arenas, concert halls and convention centers, continues to increase the need for mobility and studio-quality video performance for field events. Today's high-quality ENG- and EFP-style cameras provide a cost-efficient alternative to placing large and expensive studio cameras in the field while providing outstanding performance. With the addition of a coax or triax camera control system, broadcasters can achieve the desired mobility with the ability to run extended lengths of cable between the control site and each camera location.

Cable of choice

In earlier days, standard multicore cable was used to carry all the required signals between the camera head and its base station. This severely limited the reliability and mobility of the camera due to the cable's bulky size and weight, high initial cost and the transportation expense. Multicore cable is also not easily field repairable, which presents a new spectrum of circumstances and potential problems to deal with on-location. Also, because of electrical losses, these cables cannot be run over long distances — an obvious and insurmountable disadvantage when working in large venues. The multitude of camera cables and connectors used by the different camera manufacturers also prevented the fixed installation of cables.

Because of these reasons, triax has become the standard camera cable of choice for field applications. In the field it allows users with triax adapters to interconnect cameras to base stations of any manufacturer. In venues, such as stadiums and golf courses, the cable is permanently installed to provide substantial time and cost savings for the broadcaster. In the studio, simple patch panels are arranged to easily relocate cameras in the various set locations and provide connection to base stations in the control room.

In recognition of the importance of eliminating the multicore camera cable, a team of engineers who pioneered triax cable camera technology, at that time with Philips Broadcast, were honored with a Technical Emmy in 1992.

Recognizing the continually improving quality of ENG-style cameras and their acceptance by the broadcast industry, Telemetrics produces a full line of triax and coax camera control systems designed to adapt to these ENG-style cameras for EFP and studio camera applications. The systems provide full-featured operation over long distances using standard coax or triax cable or fiber-optic transmission systems.

Between camera and base station

In its continuing development of multiplexing systems, Telemetrics introduced the TM-9660 component triax camera control system. For broadcasters using R-Y, B-Y cameras, this system delivers operational advantages of processing component video signals, and using triax cable between the camera and its base station. Processing and transmitting component video prior to encoding results in a substantial improvement in video quality. Recording, playback, generating special effects, digitizing for transmission and video switching are also greatly enhanced with component video. In addition, component video simplifies the exchange of programming between locations using different encoding systems, such as NTSC, PAL and SECAM.

The TM-9660 provides comprehensive remote camera setup and adjustment capabilities along with video, return video, microphone audio, program audio, intercom, tally, gen-lock and power. As a result, the system outfits an ENG camera with all of the functions necessary for a live multicamera broadcast. The camera adapter is designed to directly dock to the camera body with no external jumpers.

There are several variations of the technology to choose from depending on the users specific application. For example, the TM-9250A triax camera control system accommodates cable distances up to 5,000
In earlier days, standard multicore cable was used to carry all the required signals between the camera head and its base station.

Video compression

Continued from page 52

then the specifications for processor and co-processor architectures that meet the demands of MPEG-4 applications." If the MPEG-4 specification is ready by the 1998 deadline, according to Fellows, Emphasis expects European media companies to implement MPEG-4 as a mass market platform by "lowering the cost of MPEG-4 technology to create a critical mass of installed terminals."

At the last MPEG meeting in Chicago, held Sept. 30 to Oct. 2, the group approved work on a new standard entitled "Multimedia Content Description Interface," nicknamed MPEG-7. A working draft is expected in July 1998 with a committee draft in March 1999, followed by a draft international standard in July 1999 with specification of an international standard in November 1999. If the work stays on track, MPEG-7 would become an international standard one year after MPEG-4 attains this standing.

A point man for the MPEG-7 initiative is Fernando Pereira of the Instituto Superior Tecnico in Lisbon, who gave the keynote address at the 1996 Picture Coding Symposium in Melbourne. "Although there is still no project description for MPEG-7," Pereira says, "it may be foreseen that this project will standardize the tools for high-level indexing and description of MPEG-4-coded audio-visual information."

Compression in perspective

Name any TV delivery system — terrestrial and satellite broadcasting, microwave wireless, optical fiber, coax cable, hybrid fiber-coax, utility power line, even POT lines using twisted pairs of copper wires — and there are compression products available for video transport. Name any conventional or non-linear production house, and suitable compression products are announced and ready to ship.

Not all the bugs have been worked out, and wondrous innovations hiding behind the corner may knock current thinking for a loop, but the state of compression at the start of 1997 can be called realistically optimistic. The dream is coming true. City by city, town by town, county by county, thanks to digital compression, the United States and the rest of the world is about to have access to more information in a second than our ancestors ever had in a lifetime.

Time is money in digital transport, so investing in compression equipment increasingly makes fiscal sense. In the emerging open marketplace of digital services, the companies that can reliably compress the most content with the most quality and least signal degradation will have a competitive advantage.

Ken Freed is a media trade journalist specializing in cable and interactive television, and is based in Denver.
field report

Hitachi SK2000PW camera

In 1994, the engineering staff at Maryland Public Television (MPT) decided to replace its 10-year-old tube cameras (Hitachi SK110s).

Technological considerations

Three things became clear: 1) The TV station of the future will be all-digital; 2) The 16:9 aspect ratio will replace the 4:3 aspect ratio; and 3) The camera must be upgradable to accommodate technology enhancements.

We selected Hitachi's SK2000PW digital portable production camera with switchable 16:9/4:3 capability and digital triax. Combined with digital triax and a digital camera control unit with serial digital component output, the camera provided an advantage over other manufacturers. Hitachi's digital triax allows continuous digital transmission between the camera head and camera control unit.

Conversion

Because MPT is the fourth largest producer of programs for public television, the ability to produce, as well as broadcast, programs digitally is crucial.

With regard to TV's aspect ratio, we believe it will change from 4:3 to 16:9 within the life of our new cameras. Because today's programming will be shown for years to come, it must be available in the 16:9 format. The SK2000PW allows us to produce programming in either aspect ratio at the press of a button.

We anticipate using a 16:9 to 4:3 converter to record the same program in both aspect ratios. With the converter we will have the standard 4:3 signal to air, and at the same time, archive the same program in 16:9.

For use in the field

The cameras are being used in three production studios and will be taken into the field for production. The cameras have studio lenses, studio promoters and a studio viewfinder. The viewfinder can be disconnected from its cradle and a field lens and field recorder can be attached, readying the camera for the field in less than 10 minutes. This feature makes the cameras unusual because they incur no downtime.

The SK2000PW is modular, providing an easy upgrade path for technology advances. The camera head can accommodate CCDs of different densities. The design can also accommodate 12-bit A/D converters and a higher-density digital processing LSI to provide extra capability for future features.

Hitachi uses a single LSI to digitally process the RGB video. Hitachi also is the only manufacturer to offer digital triax, which offers digital transmission and an easily repairable cable.

With the Hitachi SK2000, the video stays in the digital domain after A/D conversion in the camera head through the transmission system to digital output of the camera control unit.

The SK2000PWs also provide new tools. The “flesh-tone detail” feature de-emphasizes wrinkles and blemishes. With this feature, we use detail as needed to make the set appear sharp, but natural.

The dual matrix has also eliminated subtle color reproduction differences between multiple cameras imaging the scene from different angles. This is problematic with objects that are near to yellow, magenta or cyan. The Hitachi approach allows us to use the linear matrix for optimum color reproduction and, at the same time, use the six-vector color corrector to make small changes in hue and phase of individual colors. This allows us to correct these differences for a perfect match between cameras.

Another great aid is the memory card. We store all of the set-up information and files for each studio's cameras on a removable memory card. We can then instantly restore any or all of the cameras in a studio to the exact set-up of a previous production by simply reloading the information stored on the memory card. The only adjustment we have to do is to get the same look as the previous production is adjust the white balance to compensate for whatever lighting color temperature change has occurred since the previous production.


Tom Bohn is vice president of Maryland Public Television, Owings Mills, MD.

Editor's note: Field Reports are an exclusive Broadcast Engineering feature for broadcasters. Each report is prepared by well-qualified staff at a broadcast, production or consulting company. These reports are performed by the industry, for the industry. Manufacturers' support is limited to providing loan equipment and to aiding the author if requested. It is the responsibility of Broadcast Engineering to publish the results of any device tested, positive or negative. No report should be considered an endorsement or disapproval by Broadcast Engineering magazine.
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www.americanradiohistory.com
I n late 1994, when it was decided at WHTM-TV to go stereo with SAP and PRO, decisions had to be made concerning our STL. The STL is a M/A-Com with Pac 4/5 subcarriers feeding a mono signal on 7.5MHz and ENG telemetry on 8.3MHz. Sending stereo left and right audio, SAP audio, PRO audio, ENG telemetry from the studio meant we needed from four to six subcarriers on our STL.

Intraplex multiplexing

In researching companies that make audio subcarriers for microwave, analog and digital, we discovered Intraplex. Intraplex manufactures digital T1 multiplexers and high-quality audio, voice and data modules. This T1 data signal can be applied to a microwave subcarrier, satellite, private or leased line and mobile radio. Our application is T1 over an existing microwave system. Although radio stations have been using the Intraplex idea for years, it's not widely used for television.

A TV microwave typically uses only 6 to 7MHz of the 10MHz baseband signal. Multiplexing, specifically Intraplex multiplexing, allows us to take full advantage of the microwave baseband by combining multiple audio, voice and data channels into the excess bandwidth.

The T1 signal, which has a rate of 1.544 Mb/s, is made up of 24 time slots or DSOs. Each time slot is 64kb/s long. There are also synchronization bits added to equal 1.544Mb/s. Each audio, voice and data module takes a certain amount of time slots of the T1 signal. Intraplex supplies digital audio on a T1 line, but you also need a T1 subcarrier or T1 modem to complete the system. We chose Graham-Patten Vamp DS-1 multiplexer systems.

To obtain the highest-quality audio, we chose for the stereo left and right, Intraplex's PT/PR-350 program audio modules that have 16-bit coding and 64x oversampling with no digital compression. For SAP and PRO audio, we use Intraplex's PT/PR-150A program audio modules that have 16-bit coding with 4:1 digital compression using the apt-X100 coding algorithm. Both audio modules have greater than 90dB dynamic range. Each program audio module has two separate channels and performs A/D or D/A conversion on the stereo or dual mono program signals of either 7.5kHz or 15kHz bandwidth. We also use the Intraplex VF-5A voice module for voice and FSK telemetry. The uncompressed program audio module takes 18 out of 24 time slots (nine per channel) of the T1 signal, whereas the compression module takes only four time slots (two per channel). With one non-compressed and one compressed program audio module and two voice modules, we are using 24 out of 24 time slots of our T1 signal.

A T1 line is bidirectional. If you have a TSL, this T1 line can be a full-duplex circuit. Because we have a TSL, we also have 24 DSOs from transmitter to studio on all on a single T1 line. In the future we would like to buy a set of compression audio modules (PT/PR-150A) to feed two channels of ENG audio back to our studio on the TSL instead of the one audio channel currently in use.

When the Intraplex system arrived at the station, we bench tested it. We couldn't hear any difference between the compressed and non-compressed signal. Using an Audio Precision portable test set, the results were impressive; they either met or exceeded the manufacturers' specifications. One of the measurements we felt was important is phase between the left and right channel — 0.4° at 15.009kHz was the worst case. We feel confident that our four audio channels at the transmitter site are transparent. Any questions we had about the setup of these modules, the engineers from Intraplex always came through with the answers. If you have a PC with a basic communications program, the multiplexer and audio modules can be set up and monitored from the RS-232 remote port. T1 is a telephone industry standard, and the technical manual, although well-written, reflects the standard. Again, the Intraplex engineers were helpful in making us T1 literate.

Because we were trying a new concept, we had some concerns about feeding all our audio signals, on one system, to the transmitter. Because of the budget of the stereo project, we couldn't buy a redundant Intraplex/Graham-Patten system. We felt we needed some type of backup audio, so we kept the original subcarrier to feed a mono signal. At least we would have audio on the air if problems arose with the digital audio system. We went on the air with the Intraplex system in May 1995 and it's been 1½ years of trouble-free operation.

We set out to get the best quality audio from studio to transmitter, with the fewest amounts of subcarriers and maintenance-free operations, with room to expand. WHTM feels that Intraplex T1 digital audio and Graham-Patten T1 modems accomplish these goals.
RAID-3 disk storage solution  
Tektronix  
• PRS200: a storage system that is an option for the Profile professional disk recorder; developed for the “on-air” broadcast market, the PRS200 provides immunity from disk drive, power supply and fan failures while increasing the storage capacity of the Profile PDR to 96 hours of broadcast-quality video; the PRS200 system’s hot swap and redundant drives, power supplies and fans virtually eliminate mechanical system failures.

Punch block interfaces  
Leitch  
• ADC punch block interfaces: punch block interfaces for audio routers and audio distribution amplifiers; the interfaces come prewired with umbilical cord and D25 connectors for plug-in equipment frames offering quick interconnection for any variety of system configurations; the audio router interfaces each provide 16 I/O connections; up to eight interface modules will fit in a three-rack unit and supply as much as a 32x32 routing system; the audio DA interfaces each provide I/O for one DA and up to 10 interface modules will fit in a two-rack frame.

Multivideo windowing system  
RGB Spectrum  
• SuperView 1000: the latest product in the SuperView video windowing product line; the SuperView products display multiple live video images on a single screen; video input signals may be NTSC, PAL or S-Video, and the display screen may be any monitor or data display projector up to 1,600x1,280 pixel resolution; advanced features of the SuperView 1000 include pan and zoom, the ability to independently position and scale windows, and automatic gen-lock to a computer signal for overlaying graphics.

Test instrument for digital TV signal  
Symbionics  
• MPEG Stream Station: an advanced test instrument for digital TV broadcasting systems; it includes conformance checks for MPEG and DVB standards and provides a powerful suite of test tools for digital TV set-top box manufacturers, multiplexer designers and digital TV broadcasters; MPEG Stream Station combines monitor, analysis, record and playback software running under Windows NT in a high-performance PC with custom hardware.

Audio patchbay pullout panel  
ADC Telecommunications Inc.  
• ProPatch pullout version: an audio patch panel designed for truck or studio applications where front-to-access terminations is needed; the pull-out panel eliminates the need for rear access by sliding the jacks and terminations forward out of the rack providing access to the quick connect punchdown terminations mounted on the bottom of the tray; rear rack support bars are included to provide extra stability when the panels slide out.

MPEG-2 video encoding solution  
Feral Industries  
• MPEGNeodR: the first MPEG-2 product for the Feral line of digital processing and display systems; its modular design provides primary encoding solutions with the capacity to easily expand capabilities and options as user needs are identified; the MPEGNeodR delivers a video compression system that complies with MPEG-2 MP@ML standards.

News-gathering vehicle  
E-N-G Mobile Systems  
• OmniLink 2000: a light-weight ENG van fully equipped for satellite and microwave transmission duties; the new turnkey system combines standard ENG functionality with high-performance SNG capabilities for analog and digital uplinks; the OmniLink is built on the Ford E-350 Super Cargo Van and does not require a special driver’s license to operate.

By Deanna Rood
Digital audio recorder
Sony Electronics
- PCM-7040: a new addition to the PCM-7000 series of digital audio recorders that replaces the PCM-7030 and PCM-7050 recorders; the PCM-7040 supports a wide range of DAT recording and editing functions including a time-code reader/generator, digital I/O, memory start, RS-232C interface and edit memory; the start ID level sync function enables users to write a start ID automatically at a point where sound arises from a period of silence to above a selectable audio level, while an internal time-of-day, clock and date function allows for the automatic time-stamping of recordings (this date and time data can later be read from the tape on any PCM-7040).

Sony Electronics, 1 Sony Dr., Park Ridge, NJ 07656; 800-635-SONY or 201-930-7834; fax 201-358-4058
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Rack systems clear legal and safety standards for power distribution
Equi=Tech
- Balanced Power AC systems: Equi=Tech’s Balanced Power AC systems have received ETL listings, meaning that the units now meet or exceed recognized standards of safety and legal liability as certified by Electrical Testing Laboratories of Cortland, NY; the Balanced Power AC systems eliminate hum and buzz in audio and video systems caused by AC power supply transients and interference.

Equi=Tech, 18258 Redwood Hwy., Selma, OR 97538; 541-597-4448; fax 541-597-4099; www.equitech.com
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3-CCD broadcast-quality camera
Thomson Broadcast Systems
- Microcam: a compact 3-CCD broadcast-quality camera; the Microcam is derived from the 1657, basically consisting of a 1657 camera modified so that the scanning block (splitter-sensor array) can be detached from the image processing section of the camera and mounted separately, resulting in a particularly small lens/scanning assembly; the Microcam provides all the features of a studio camera.

Thomson Broadcast Systems, 17 rue de Petit Albi, BP 8244, F-95801 Cergy St. Christophe France, +33 1 3420 7000; fax +33 1 3420 7047
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HOW HIGH WOULD YOU LIKE TO GO TODAY?

O'Connor is proud to announce the new 35LC carbon fiber quick deployment tripod.
This amazing tripod has a height range (at base of camera) from 35" to over seven feet high! Imagine being able to go from this... to this... in just seconds!

The 35LC features a pressurized air-assist column which can lift up to 40 pounds, and a built-in 100mm top casting with integrated tiedown. The spreader has two mounting positions for added versatility. O'Connor's 35 series quick deployment tripods feature a quick release ring that allows adjustment of all three legs simultaneously on any terrain. See this incredibly versatile tripod at your O'Connor dealer today.

O'Connor
PROFESSIONAL CAMERA SUPPORT SYSTEMS
A division of Q-CO Industries, Inc.
100 Kalmus Drive, Costa Mesa, CA 92626
Tel (714) 979-3993 Fax (714) 957-8138
http://www.ocon.com sales@ocon.com
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Analog mastering tape
Quantegy
• Quantegy 408: tape designed specifically for the Nagra portable analog field recorder; Quantegy 408 is designed to perfectly match the technical performance specifications of the Nagra portable recorder; the tape is based on the family of 406/407 tape products with additional cleaning and rewinding steps during manufacturing; the tape has significantly improved packing and tensioning characteristics and features a wide dynamic range, low distortion and high fidelity.
Quantegy, 401 Westpark Court, Suite 110, Peachtree City, GA 30269; 770-486-2800; fax 770-486-2808
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your ENG ideas made reality...state-of-the-art ENG equipment...technologically-advanced, user-friendly microwave systems...custom helicopter installations...empowering your news helicopter to evolve with technology, not become obsolete because of it...ENG helicopter services, support and consultation...definitely more than we can fit in this ad...our website reveals all...see for whom we’ve created the industry’s best helicopters...find out how you can upgrade your existing helicopter...and more!

www.genevaaviation.com

Get the picture?
Why not use ‘Spectrum’ camera cable technology – throughout the studio – and be sure?

You know the downside...if your primary camera cable doesn’t come through, now with digital fidelity, you don’t get the picture. That’s why Mohawk/CDT camera cable technology has been virtually unchallenged for 45 years.

But what happens in the studio and control rooms? Shouldn’t your equipment and interconnects maintain that fidelity? Hitachi, Ikegami, Panasonic and Sony think so. That’s why they specify Mohawk/CDT for their own equipment.

And now we’ve got the full line of digital signal processing cables and assemblies – video, audio, coax, triax, even the only UL-recognized Fiber Optic cable for HDTV – so you can maintain that cable performance throughout the studio.

Why not assure top fidelity all the way...with Mohawk/CDT? Just call our Broadcast Cable Division, at 1-800-422-9961, and get the picture.

MOHAWK/CDT
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MPEG-2 4:2:2 support for Profile PDR
Tektronix

Tektronix plans to support enhancements to the Profile Professional Disk Recorder by adding MPEG-2 4:2:2 profile capability to its existing Profile PDR product line; the board set provides the flexibility to encode and decode MPEG files at data rates from 4Mb/s to 50Mb/s; the Tektronix implementation will support encoding and decoding of MPEG-2 Main Profile/Main Level for distribution quality and the 4:2:2 Profile for contribution quality.

Tektronix, P.O. Box 500, Beaverton, OR 97077; 800-547-8949; fax 503-627-7275
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DV/DVCPRO acquisition format integrated with ASC’s NLE
ASC Audio Video Corporation

The VR NLE non-linear editing systems will be configured to support DV/DVCPRO platforms; the integration of the DV/ DVCPRO acquisition format will enable editors to take full advantage of high-quality digital tape that transfers 60 minutes of video in 15 minutes, and editing on a VR non-linear NT-based system can begin immediately; when further integrated with a VR server, users have simultaneous access to shared media and the ability to ship an edited story via shared drives to a VR for instant replay.

ASC, 3816 Burbank Blvd., Burbank, CA 91505; 818-842-7000; fax 818-842-8945
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Digital sync generator
Philips TV Test Equipment
- PT 5210: an innovative digital sync generator that operates as a master or a slave sync generator not only in traditional analog setups, but also in mixed analog/digital setups and in completely digital setups; the PT5210 series consists of several standard configured sync pulse generators, as well as additional, optionally available functions; the standard configurations selected cover most basic applications and for more specialized requirements, optional units are available.

Chase-lock-capable DAT recorder
Fostex
- D-15: a digital master DAT recorder with full time-code functionality, including optional chase-lock capability; the full-featured D-15 offers significantly improved functionality, including an extremely intuitive graphical user interface.

Complete systems approach for IFB via the PRO Channel
Modulation Sciences Inc.
- PRO channel equipment: the PCG-II PRO channel generator and the new PRO-II PROceiver are designed to be used as a system to allow stations to take full advantage of the new features; with the PCG-II and the PRO-II, stations can benefit from unique selective calling, main channel pushdown and shaped audio; the new features are possible through the use of time-tested, two-way industry-standard CTCSS, which provides for up to 16 unique addresses (CTCSS is also known by its Motorola Trademark, P.L.); the PRO-II is a non-intercarrier TV aural receiver that ensures reliable detection of the PRO channel; it extends the coverage of the PRO channel beyond that of conventionally (intercarrier) recovered signals and extends the coverage of main channel aural, as well.

Agile demodulators
Videotek
- D-145: a 154-channel, agile, cable-ready, high-performance demodulator that lends itself to the monitoring of broadcast and cable channels; some features include synchronous detection, two baseband video outputs and simultaneous SAP and stereo audio outputs.
- DM-192: a 192-channel, agile, cable-ready, high-performance demodulator that lends itself to the monitoring of broadcast and cable channels; with its synchronous or envelope detection (front-panel selectable), it is suitable for FCC proof-of-performance testing.
- DM-141A: an agile, stereo, cable-ready TV demodulator; the unit receives the "off air" or CATV signals, processes the signals and provides two buffered composite baseband video outputs; additionally, the DM-141A provides balanced stereo audio, which may be monitored via the front-panel speaker.

Your complete resource for all the newest Consoles, Vertical Racks, Tape Storage Systems and Desks for video production.

FREE CATALOG
New! 148 Pages

Full details including prices on:
- Multimedia Desks
- Vertical Equipment Racks
- Editing and Video Consoles
- Tape Storage Systems

Also! Full technical details and valuable system planning tips.

Call Toll Free
1-800-559-6691
Fax: 612-944-1546 • Web site: www.winsted.com • email: racks@winsted.com

Preferred by Professionals Worldwide®
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FRED mixes audio in good company!

And so can you with the FRED MkII by Target Technology. FRED MkII will mix any 4 audio inputs to any 4 outputs, assign any source in any combination (additively or non-additively), while maintaining constant output, all in a rack mountable unit.

What's more, with FRED there is no more patching. Push-button simplicity lets you correct polarity phase errors internally for each input.

Call 800-947-2300 for more information

Target TECHNOLOGY, INC.

FRED doesn't stop there. In addition FRED can:
- Mix VTR 4 tracks to 2 tracks
- SAP assignment and routing
- Satellite Uplink Audio feed transponder assignment

Use your imagination and see what you can do with FRED MkII.

new products

Router Works software upgrade
Leitch
- Router Works version 3.0: an improved version of the routing system control software available free to all existing Leitch Router Works customers; the Windows-based program offers an intuitive, easy-to-use set of applications for configuring, monitoring and controlling a routing system; the flexible software allows users to program complex source and destination names, as well as providing different options for controlling a single or a large multilevel routing system.

Leitch, 920 Corporate Lane, Chesapeake, VA 23320;
800-231-9673; fax 757-548-4088
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Digital video microwave links
NUCOMM
- FT6/FR6 series: a series of dual digital/analog STL microwave transmitters and receivers; they can handle analog video signals with up to six audio subcarriers, as well as being able to separately link FSK, QAM and QPSK digital signals up to 45MB; each transmitter and receiver, together with the respective modulator and demodulator, are housed in a two-rack space, 19-inch drawer.

NUcomm, 101 Bilby Rd., Bldg. 1, Hackettstown, NJ 07840;
908-852-3700; fax 908-813-0399
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Broadcast still-store
Spencer Technologies Inc.
- SS-2000: a broadcast still-store designed specifically for TV news that also meets the needs of production with its built-in linear keyer and a DVE; an on-air control panel makes it easy to use and it networks with paint systems, character generators, news services, etc.; the dual preview channels still searches without disrupting on-air playback.

Spencer Technologies, 4000 W. Magnolia Blvd., Unit L, Burbank, CA 91505; 818-840-0907; fax 818-840-8375;
104067.321@compuserve.com
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DVD video encoding solution
Minerva Systems
- Compressionist 250: a commercial solution for the creation of high-quality digital video disk video assets; based on the C-Cube Microsystems' VLSI processors, the Compressionist 250 offers constant bit rate and variable bit rate MPEG-2 encoding technology combined with Minerva's unique video pre-processing and control software tools; Minerva's DVD encoding system also supports leading third-party AC-3 and MPEG-2 audio encoders and DVD authoring and disk formatting tools.

Minerva Systems, 3801 Zanker Rd., San Jose, CA 95134-1402;
800-808-9564 or 408-487-2001; fax 408-487-2013;
info@minervasys.com; www.minervasys.com
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transmission technology

Continued from page 75

possible to accurately determine the elevation.

Remember, the FCC says that elevations from a 7.5-foot map are acceptable as are elevations from a GPS receiver. (See the instructions for FCC Form 834.) The trick here is to use a GPS receiver that has that type of accuracy. The little hand-held unit that you use on your fishing boat probably isn't good enough. Without differential correction, a GPS receiver may be in error by +/-150 feet horizontally and 1.5 times that value vertically. Differential correction is accomplished by receiving signals from either a Coast Guard beacon or other correction source. Those signals are used to eliminate the "dither," which is purposely introduced into the satellite signals by the Department of Defense to protect us from the terrible "red menace." Another little problem exists in that the correction data is only accurate at the point where it's generated. The system accuracy then is partly a function of how far away from the location of the differential transmitter it is to the point of measurement.

It has previously been stated that the method of determining the latitude and longitude should be accurate to the nearest tenth of a second. That still seems to be a reasonable number. To round accurately to the nearest tenth of a second, the measurement method needs to be more accurate than the final result. That is, you need to know if the actual value is greater than 0.05 seconds or less. Otherwise, you may be rounding the wrong way. It's safe to assume that USGS has accurately located your towers on a 7.5-foot topographic map and it's possible to obtain the required accuracy in measurements from the map.

With regard to those offering to provide the measurement service, use care in establishing their credentials. Some fine companies have the proper experience and equipment to provide data well within the required accuracy. Be careful when dealing with would-be experts who happen to have a GPS. Just because a device generates numbers doesn't mean that those numbers have value. In a like fashion, don't let yourself be taken advantage of by this process either. If the cost becomes more than $1,000 for a single tower, you are being had.

Finally, don't simply copy the height and location from an old license document. The purpose of this whole exercise is to attempt to generate an accurate database. Simply resubmitting old data defeats that purpose. It also opens the station to a fine for submitting false data. This can also become a real problem when it comes time to modify or sell the station in the future. Have the numbers determined accurately and get all of the station paperwork in proper order.

Don Markley is president of D.L. Markley & Associates, Peoria, IL.

---

**Frezzi Means Portable Lighting**

Frezzi's award winning lights for ENG and EFP environments are field proven the world over. Reliability and advanced features are our trademarks and have been for 60 years.

Today we offer a choice of compact HMI and Tungsten Dimmer lights you can rely on, because we invented portable lighting. For our latest catalog covering our batteries, advanced chargers, and lights, call 201-427-1160 or visit our web site at www.frezzi.com.
industry briefs

BUSINESS

**COMARK Communications**, Southwick, MA, and NBC, announced a strategic agreement under which NBC will purchase COMARK equipment and services for its current and future owned-and-operated stations.

**Dielectric Communications**, Raymond, ME, signed an agreement with **Cox Broadcasting**, Atlanta. Under terms of the agreement, Cox will purchase antennas, transmission line and RF components for DTV and NTSC from Dielectric.

Vinten TSM, Valley Cottage, NY, announced a name change to **Vinten Inc**. The change affects the company’s name only. Officers, sales and service personnel continue to have the same operational and marketing responsibilities for all Vinten products in North and South America. For added customer convenience, a toll-free number, 1-800-4-VINTEN, was announced and the national sales manager, Gary Rotondelli, can be reached by E-mail at CompuServe #105223,2742.

**Sony Electronics**, Montvale, NJ, announced a 30% reduction in the suggested list price on its entire line of MPEG-1 encoders.

Also, Sony is taking its new integrated digital video production system on the road for a tour, which will offer end-users a first look at Sony’s entire DVCAM line. Dates include: 1/22-23, Houston; 1/28, Salt Lake City; 1/30, St. Louis; 2/5-6, Kansas City; 2/12-13, Denver; 2/18, Tulsa; 2/20, New Orleans; and 2/25, Oklahoma City. For more information on specific dates and locations, call 1-800-686-SONY.

**Canon USA**, Lake Success, NY, received a 1996 Emmy for “Outstanding Achievement in Technical/Engineering Development,” specifically for “Implementation of Lens Technology to Achieve Compatibility with CCD Sensors.”

**Scientific-Atlanta** is offering a variety of multilevel technical training courses during the first half of 1997 on broadband systems and technologies. For more information call 1-800-722-2009 and press “3” when prompted; visit Scientific-Atlanta’s web site, www.sciatl.com and click on “customer training” or circle number (201) on the Free Info Card.

PEOPLE

**Kenneth Tankel** joined Pro-Bel, Ltd., a subsidiary of Chyron Corporation, Melville, NY, as manager of U.S. engineering support.

Also from Chyron, **Kathy Bienz** was named product manager for Pro-Bel products.

Additionally, **Matt Allard**, was named product manager for graphics products and **Bill Reinhart** was promoted to general manager of dealer distribution and sales.

**Amy Huson** was promoted to vice president of marketing and customer service for Orban, San Leandro, CA.

**Stephen Tullo** was named Northeast area sales manager for Pesa Switching, Huntsville, AL.

Also from Pesa, **Ron Chubb** was named Northwest area sales manager.

**Eric Shea** was appointed national sales manager for Digitech, Sandy, UT.

**Kelly Odgers** joined McKibben Communications, Los Angeles, as director of operations.
Continued from page 32

4Mb/s each; a standard definition sports channel at 6Mb/s and/or Internet pages at 4Mb/s. That range of services will occupy about 19Mb/s leaving approximately 1Mb/s for the overhead of service and network information. These examples are illustrative and error-correction and audio must be taken into consideration.

New competition

This agreement has the potential to be used as an entry by the computer industry with non-competitive broadcasting services. It opens the door for direct audience access for additional content providers and producers.

All consumers will be affected by this agreement. It will impact how the receiver manufacturers design and build the digital sets. It will affect the direction of the computer industry as they build new desktop computers and even portable laptops.

The TV receiver, even as we know it today, will change as a result of new display technology. The Plasma Display Panel (PDP) technology is now coming to the market. As opposed to today's receivers, large flat-panel displays will have a significant impact on the way TV pictures are viewed. By the time digital TV broadcast service is introduced in the United States, a 40-inch high-definition panel will be available.

Consumers who purchase the first-generation digital TV receivers will not only have access to the digital high-definition television with six channels of surround-sound digital audio, but will also have access through a modem to the information superhighway.

The estimates remain fairly solid that initial costs for the receivers will be from $1,500 to $2,000. These new receivers, aside from receiving TV signals, are digital receivers with powerful digital processors. They will have capabilities similar to personal computers. Modems today are hardly more than a single semiconductor chip, probably a part of all of the digital TV receivers.

This is probably the primary reason the computer industry is so interested in being a part of this revolutionary industry. The Grand Alliance System will interface cleanly with wired NII media, particularly with a switched network environment. The DTV standard will be the broadcast part of the NII.

What next?

The race has begun. There will be a paradigm shift in the way television is viewed. Consumers have to be won over in order for the technology to be widely accepted. The change from analog to digital will be traumatic for more than just the TV industry. The chairman of the FCC, Reed E. Hundt said: "Everything will be different. The change is so extreme that many people have not grasped it." Now the tables turn and the next step in DTV implementation, and probably the future of broadcast television, is in the hands of the TV manufacturers.

Louis Libin is director of technology for NBC, New York.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>PROGRAM TYPE</th>
<th>MAXIMUM VIDEO RATE (Mb/s)</th>
<th>AVERAGE VIDEO RATE (Mb/s)</th>
<th>AVAILABLE FOR SERVICES</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>HDTV (1680 LINES) - SPORTS</td>
<td>18.0</td>
<td>14-15</td>
<td>4-5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDTV (1680 LINES) - NEWS</td>
<td>16.0</td>
<td>12-13</td>
<td>6-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDTV (1080 LINES) - MOVIES</td>
<td>14.5</td>
<td>10-12</td>
<td>7-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HDTV (1080 LINES) - SDTV</td>
<td>15.0</td>
<td>10-13</td>
<td>6-9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECTV (720 LINES) - SPORTS</td>
<td>15.5</td>
<td>12-14</td>
<td>5-7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ECTV (720 LINES) - MOVIES</td>
<td>6.5</td>
<td>4-5</td>
<td>14-15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDTV (480 LINES/WIDE SCREEN) - SPORTS</td>
<td>8.0</td>
<td>5-7</td>
<td>12-14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDTV (480 LINES) - NEWS</td>
<td>5.0</td>
<td>3-4</td>
<td>15-16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SDTV (480 LINES) - MOVIES</td>
<td>3.0</td>
<td>1.5-2.0</td>
<td>17-17.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BUSINESS VIDEO (240 LINES)</td>
<td>1.5</td>
<td>0.5-1.0</td>
<td>18-18.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1. Use of the data space for digital television. These are estimates only based on limited samples of converted material. The maximum video rates in megabits per second do not include audio and control data requirements.
The silky, smooth action of each Miller Fluid Head is the result of the finest quality cast and machined parts functioning together in a fluid environment. They are engineering masterpieces, built to operate under extreme conditions. They are engineered to exceptionally fine tolerances, with their mechanisms protected against against ambient moisture and dust.

**Miller 20 Series II Fluid Head**
- **Dynamic fluid drag control**
- **Gridded quick release camera platform**
- **Weights: 4.9 lbs; handles up to 22 lbs**
- **Counterbalance system: precision for heavy or light camera configurations and permits fingertip control of the camera throughout the tilt range**
- **Includes independent pan and tilt locks**
- **Double quick release camera plate and integrated 35mm ball leveling bowl**

**Miller 25 Series II Fluid Head**
- **10mm ball level fluid head**
- **Robust, forward-facing, low profile design**
- **Quick release camera platform**
- **Weights: 11.5 lbs; handles up to 50 lbs**
- **Multi-step fluid head system and integrated counterbalance system; unique, permanently sealed, repeatable pan and tilt fluid control and positioning for film and video applications**
- **Includes 75mm (3") ball leveling bowl**

**Sachtler**

**NEW! Sachtler CADDY Systems**

Now Sachtler's quality is available to lower budget users. The price of a CADDY System includes the new CADDY Fluid Head, the standard rigid or soft light but rugged Sachtler tripod, lightweight Sachtler fluid head and CADDY Series Fluid Bowl System. The Sachtler CADDY fluid head features an adjustable arm counterweight system that is easily adjusted for quick counterbalance when needed and the soft-locking Sachtler Touch and Go System.

**Vinten**

**Vision SD 12 and SD 22 Pan and Tilt Heads with Serial Drag**

The Vision SD 12 and SD 22 are the first heads with the Serial Drag pan and tilt system. The system operates on a unique, permanently lubricated fluid head and an advanced self-reinforced friction lubrication. Now you can achieve the smoothest pans and, at the same time, assured speed of drag setting and adjustable serial temperature.

**Vision Two Stage ENG and LT Carbon Fibre ENG Tripods**

The ultimate in light weight and travel convenience. They are suitable with durable tubular alloy (model #3151) or the shorter and lighter yet equally sturdy and weight saving carbon fibre version (model #3152). They incorporate slide type clamps to provide fast, safe and assured leg clamping.

**Vision 2C Systems**

They feature 100mm leveling bowl, dual dovetail and fast adjustable legs.

- **2C15 - 13.9 lbs.**
- **2C13 - 11.6 lbs.**
- **2C11 - 9.3 lbs.**
- **2C9 - 7.2 lbs.**

**Vision 12 Systems**

All Vision 12 systems include #8204 SD 12 fluid head and standard Vinten 120mm pan bar and clamp with 100mm ball base.

- **SD 12A System**
  - **3399-3-12 SD Pan and Tilt head**
  - **3198-1 Single-axis ENG tripod with 100mm bowl**
  - **3399-3-12G lightweight ball head spreader**

- **SD 120 System**
  - **3399-3-120 SD Pan and Tilt head**
  - **3198-3 Two-axis ENG tripod with 100mm bowl**
  - **3399-3 Heavy-duty ball head spreader**

- **Vision 22 Systems**
  - **2298 - 22mm fluid head and standard Vinten 200mm pan bar and clamp with 100mm ball base**
  - **3399-22A System**
    - **3399-3-22 SD Pan and Tilt head**
    - **3198-2 Single-axis ENG tripod with 100mm bowl**
    - **3399-3 Heavy-duty ball head spreader**

- **Vision 30 Systems**
  - **3098 - 30mm fluid head and standard Vinten 300mm pan bar and clamp with 100mm ball base**
  - **3399-30A System**
    - **3399-3-30 SD Pan and Tilt head**
    - **3198-3 Two-axis ENG tripod with 100mm bowl**
    - **3399-3 Heavy-duty ball head spreader**

**Vision 14/100 Fluid Head**

- **Sachtler Touch or Go System**
  - **Integrated power battery bay**
  - **Strengthened dynamic counterbalance system**
  - **Front locking, quick release fluid head with three levels of drag**
  - **Vibrationless horizontal and vertical brakes**
  - **Built in bubble for horizontal leveling**

**ENG Two Stage Tripod Series**

Sachtler two-stage tripods have an analog height range (twist function) and higher top position) as they are more universal. Legs can be locked in seconds with Sachtler’s quick-pinch technology. There are also heavy-duty versions for extra stability. The heavy duty aluminum has a 25mm diameter tube. 148mm and the heavy duty carbon fiber has a 24mm diameter tube, 22mm. 484mm; heavy-duty two-stage tripod mount is holding 480lb.
**Canon**

**IF Series 1/2-inch and 1/3-inch Zoom Lenses**

Canon's IF family of lenses are engineered to meet the needs of the next generation of broadcast equipment while maintaining the standards of today. Besides covering the widest angle, these lenses feature wide-angle starts at 2x (Auto iris frame). Object Distance), provide higher MTF performance and incorporate HD-LO glass for reducing chromatic aberration. In addition to superb optics they are all designed with Canon's "Ergonomic Grips" for fast-

**J20ax8B 9R/4S/5/S**

Excellent for ENG, EFP, and production, the J20ax8B (J2B) lets you operate it from four different areas. The wide-angle zoom is fully motorized, allowing an industry unique of unassailable quality for performance and future today.

**Logic Series Digital Gold Batteries**

Logic Series Digital Gold Batteries are designed to be the ultimate digital video battery. They meet the demanding needs of today's digital cameras, providing extended running time. From the high-performance, low-exterior pocket, the Logic Golds are available in a variety of sizes, from small to large, including a built-in XE conditioner. High performance, HD-LO glass, square-kick front, and C-Log "Ergonomic Grips."
Although the many effects transitions, plex non-linear transitions, Alpha or MIPS processors. Perception's software utilizes a multi-format virtual file system ensures complete data rate of up to 60 field fps at the fastest under 386-based PVR-2500 provides real-time cuts between video and audio. The box is a versatile versatile board. Also provides digital effects. StudioCard offers four analog input avsmppe, SMBT, MTC, word and clock phases. The flip-up has better for the editing and digital video effects.

VIDEOMACHINE DSP or HYBRID EDITING Linear and Non-Linear Editing in a Single System for Maximum Flexibility Video Machine with DPR (Digital Player/Recorder) is the only system which offers real-time mixing of analog and digital sources. Video Machine with DPR integrates two complete editing systems under one interface, thus ensuring the optimum combination of professional quality and time saving recording efficiency. It's a matter of preference whether you work in analog or digital, or both — or all and on the same system. Only the FAST system is equipped with an editing interface that includes DSP in real time. True M-JPEG compression enables every project to be recorded and stored in real-time. Video Machine system treats the D-LR just like the other any analog or digital video card, and a sound card which can be either editing. FG Card is a multi-track software, which can be edited using captured audio data. FG Card is a multi-track software, which can be edited using captured audio data.

Optional Accessories: Video Machine is designed to interface perfectly with traditional broadcast equipment. These rack-mountable accessories integrate Video Machine into a professional video studio environment.

DPR (Digital Player/Recorder):

Studio Card (SC) Connects video, audio, sync, machine control and TC input/output to Video Machine. With built-in LTC reader/generator, additional preview outputs, balanced XLR inputs and outputs, and real-time effects. An extra click Video Machine is the player version of the TARGA-RTX CAT box and is an editing tool for the editing and digital video effects.

Jog/Shuttle Wheel: An alternative to the mouse keyboard, the Jog/Shuttle wheel offers a better tool for the editing and digital video effects.

DPR: The box provides control of external DAF recorders, video CD players, mixers and all control effects as an editor. Video Machine can sync control of up to four devices with plug-ins and has high support for live cameras. In slave mode, Video Machine serves as the player for all graphics and digital video effects.
The NavaMNMR is a Standard Frame rate video noise reduction and precision sync enhancement in sync with the format and field data and files at DDCD and time-coded reference video drop-out. It features full bandwidth, uncompromised 24-bit processing for ultimate video transparency and accuracy.

- Eliminates "flickers", those black and white dots that sometimes appear on remote video feeds.
- Eliminates "sparkles", those black and white dots that sometimes appear on remote video feeds.
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Can you afford to be off the air?

Discover VideoALERT, a PC signal monitor and response system that triggers an alarm when you lose video or audio. It's your low cost solution for Master Control, off-site, remote sites or anywhere you need to monitor signal activity.

- VGA graphics warn of pending problems
- Software triggers a GPI or dials a beeper
- Signal activity log cuts trouble-shooting time & cost
- Single or multi-channel operation

DUBNER INTERNATIONAL, Inc.
13 Westervelt Place Westwood, NJ 07675
fax: 201 358-9377 http://www.dubner.com

PUT THE POWER OF NUCOMM IN YOUR HANDS

with our HTG4 Hand Held Test Generator

- SMPTE/EBU Color Bars, Multi-Burst, NTSC, Ramp & Black Burst
- 16 Character ID Display
- Small size - 4.5" x 2.75" x 1.0"
- Stereo 1 kHz Test Tone
- 12 Hours of Battery Operation

JUST CALL 1-800-9-NUCOMM 1301

Circle (59) on Free Info Card

VIEWER INFORMATION made easy

Audio OnLine™
is ideal for... Concert info... Sports scores...
Weather/ski/surf reports...
School closings... Traffic updates...
Voting lines... Public Service info...

- Answers 2-16 phone lines
- Hundreds of messages
- Hours of recording time
- On screen call counter
- Installs in any 386+ PC in minutes

HENRY ENGINEERING
503 Key Vista Drive, Sierra Madre, CA 91024 USA
TEL (818) 355-2666 FAX (818) 355-0077

FAX-on-Demand Doc #124 (818) 355-4210
Internet: http://www.henryeng.com

Circle (42) on Free Info Card
FOR SALE

**TAPE ERASERS**

The World’s Leader In Degaussers

**ERASES ALL VIDEO FORMATS**

The Eliminator 4000

There’s nothing better than the Model 4000 to completely erase metal particle media in just seconds, including the hard to eliminate audio and control tracks. It’s the one degaussen approved by major television networks and production facilities across the world. Join the owners of the Eliminator 4000 and see what a Garnet Degaussen can do for you.

Call (402) 434-9133

Garnet Industries
4200 NE 68504
Lincoln, NE 68504

Circle (101) on Free Info Card

**Studio Exchange**

**Burbank**

(818) 840-1351 Fax (818) 840-1354

New and Used Video Equipment Audio/Video Dealer
Starring
Panasonic & Sony
CALL NOW FOR CURRENT SPECIALS
BUY, SELL, TRADE & CONSIGN
816 N. Victory Blvd.
Burbank, CA 91502

**ANTENNA STRUCTURE REGISTRATION SIGNS**

**Add color to your classified ad!**

Advertising rates in Broadcast Engineering Classified Section are $128 per column inch, per insertion, with frequency discounts available. There is a one inch minimum and ten inches maximum. Ads may also be purchased By-The-Word for $1.80 per word, per insertion. Initials and abbreviations count as full words. Minimum charge is $40 per insertion. Blind Box ads (replies sent to Broadcast Engineering for forwarding) are an additional $40. Reader Service Numbers are available for $50 per insertion. Ads 4 inches or larger receive a free Reader Service Number and will be listed in the Advertiser’s Index.

Call the Classified Sales Manager at 1-800-896-9939 or fax 913-967-1735.

**For Sale**

**SDV 4-4 - Serial Digital and Analog Video Monitoring DA**

Four relocked SDV output, plus four CVBS or RGB outputs. 16 bit DACs. Fits GVG 8500/8000 DA frame. $895

**TBC-RMT - TBC Remote Control Unit**

Remote control of up to 3 TBC's. For use with internal TBC's on BVW, DVW, PVW, UVW, and BVH Beta machines or any machine using Sony BVR-50 controller. Purchased with 1, 2, or 3 modules. With 3 modules. Now available for JVC machines - Series 22, 80, 85. $960

**SCR-4X8 - Serial Machine Control Router**

Input/Output Twelve rear mounted D89-F connectors (four controllers, eight devices). EIA RS-422 send and receive. Controls: Twelve lighted pushbuttons for channel assignment. $980

**SCP-10 - Serial 422 Patch Panel**

10x10 passive non-normalizing serial data patch panel. Two rack units high. Legend strips and 10 patch cords included. $350

**VU2-P - VU/Peak Meter with Phase Indicator**


**SPK-2 - Two Channel Audio Monitor**

Two channel audio confidence monitoring. Accepts both balanced and unbalanced inputs. Five switchable listening modes. Headphone output with speaker mute. $650.
HELP WANTED

TELEVISION BROADCAST Maintenance Engineer WPCH-TV The leading independent/Fox Television Network affiliate station in Western Pennsylvania has an immediate opening for an experienced maintenance engineer. The successful candidate will have 5 years prior broadcast maintenance background. This is a hands-on position that will require a thorough knowledge of Beta, MIL, 1", CCD, ENG, EFP, 2GHz, LAN, WAN, TVRO. Strong news background favorable. High power UHF transmitters a plus. SBE Certification and/or FCC General Class License required. Send resume and salary history to: Karl W. Hansen, Chief Engineer, WPCH-TV, 750 Ivory Avenue, Pittsburgh, PA 15214. No phone calls please. EOE/M/F.

VIDEO MAINTENANCE ENGINEER We are a state-of-the-art production facility and we’re in need of a top notch video maintenance engineer. If you have knowledge of all facets of production and post-production and the skills and ability to do component level maintenance of VTR's, DVEs, Switchers, cameras, and audio equipment (familiarity with Macintosh and Networking as well) then we'd sure like to talk to you about the great things we have to offer. Send fax resume and earnings history to: Deborah Butcher, SOS Productions, Inc. 753 Harmon Avenue, Columbus, Ohio 43223. Fax: 614-222-0778 No Phone Calls Please. M/F/EOE.

CHIEF ENGINEER WTVY-TV, a Benedek Broadcasting station and CBS affiliate for Dothan and Panama City, has an immediate opening for a Chief Engineer. Candidates should have experience with Harris transmitters, ENG operational, microwave systems, equipment maintenance and computer systems. SBE certification, FCC General Class license, management experience and five years in broadcast engineering is preferred. Send resume to: Human Resource, WTVY-TV, P.O. Box 1089, Dothan, AL 36302, Fax #334-793-3947, EOE.

TOP 50 MARKET has opening for experienced, self-motivated engineering supervisor. Qualified applicant must have a valid FCC General Class license and be computer literate. Strong supervisory and maintenance experience necessary. Send resume to: Bob Smith, Vice President/General Manager, WIFR-TV, P.O. Box 123, Rockford, IL 61105. EOE.

FOR SALE

DOPPLER RADAR - Enterprise DWSR-84C TV Doppler Weather Radar. Complete with 75 ft. tower, 8 ft. antenna with pedestal and 12 ft. radome, radar control unit, transmitter/receiver, and RADSYS 2000 display and control computer. System refurbished and in excellent condition. Available February 97. For more information, contact Director of Engineering, (918) 582-6666.

LINEAR KEYER MODIFICATION for video production switches. Convert your switcher and handle transparencies and glows through the entire range of your Character Generator. The modification is a precision preset linear key processor. Make the most of your CG, DVE or Paint System. $750.00 Please call L&L Creative at 770/918-1886 or Fax 770/918-1885.

UHF TRANSMITTER Harris TVE-60S Channel 18. Complete transmitter with upgraded Visual Exciter, S Tube modification, Variable Coupler, and Mod Anode Pulser. Spare parts include magnet assembly, GE Voltage Regulator and Dielectric transfer switch, 6/18, 75 ohm output. Available now. Contact Bill Welty, KSCI-TV, 12401 W. Olympic Blvd., Los Angeles, CA 90064. (310) 442-2303.

SERVICES

FULL-TIME TRANSPONDER SPACE AVAILABLE ON CABLE SATELLITE Full-time compressed transponder space available on SATCOM C-3, transponder 20. Located in premere cable neighborhood at 131 W, using General Instrument DigiCipher II video compression system starting January 1997. In addition to transponder space, uplinking and playback services are also available from state-of-the-art uplink facility located in Englewood, CO. Call Doug Greene @ 303-784-8809

RFS/NPG ENGINEER AVAILABLE for temporary or special projects. Experienced RF and Video Maintenance. World Wide 307 638 2394 Want more information on advertised products? Use the Reader Service Card.

HELP WANTED

TELEVISION ENGINEERS CNN Turner Broadcasting System, the leading News, Sports, and Entertainment system in satellite communications, has career opportunities for engineers with broadcast maintenance experience. These positions demand an extensive background in television engineering and at least two years of training in electronics technology. Turner Broadcasting System offers an excellent benefit and compensation program. Send resumes to: Mr. Jim Brown, Corp. Engineering Turner Broadcasting System, Inc. One CNN Center P.O. Box 10566 Atlanta, GA 30348-5366 (404) 877-2130 or (404) 877-1835 fax

TBS is an equal opportunity employer

Please send resumes to: Greg Low, Manager/Engineering (212) 463-2673

WE PLACE CHIEF ENGINEERS

KEYSTONE INT'L INC. 16 Laffin Road, Suite 900 Pittston, PA 18640 USA Fax 717-654-5765 Phone 717-655-7143 E-Mail: keyjobs@keystone.microserve.com

TV MAINTENANCE TECH: Installation and maintenance of Telecast and radio broadcast equipment. Associate degree in Electronics Technology, four years of broadcast television station engineering management. Four years experience in broadcast television station engineering management. Four years experience in broadcast television station engineering management. Send resume and application to: Kendra Cooper, WMBD, 3131 N. University St., Peoria, IL 61604. EOE M/F.

IMMEDIATE OPENING FOR EXPERIENCED broadcast engineer. Must have a minimum of five years in broadcasting maintenance, including systems trouble, repair of audio and video equipment and computer systems. Transmission experience necessary. Send resume to: Bob Smith, Vice President/General Manager, WIFR-TV, P.O. Box 123, Rockford, IL 61105. EOE.

MAINTENANCE TECHNICIAN Skilled technician position available requiring an in-depth knowledge of RF systems and TV transmitters along with ENG equipment, maintenance and operations experience plus TV production experience. General Radiotelephone license and ENG equipment maintenance experience preferred. Please send resumes to KCNC Human Resources, 1044 Lincoln St., Denver, CO 80203. EOE/ME.

HELP WANTED

TELEVISION ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER

Great opportunity with immediate opening for experienced engineer at group owned leading NBC station in beautiful Monterey County, California! Looking for candidate with educational background in broadcast engineering and five years maintenance experience. Need strong interpersonal skills. Duties include: maintenance and troubleshooting VHF transmitter, microwave and studio equipment, including computers, building equipment and proprietary broadcast equipment. Ability to work with minimal supervision a must. EOE. Fax resume to Antonio Casto, KSBW-TV, (808) 424-3759.

RF TEST ENGINEER

The Advanced Television Technology Center (ATTC) has an immediate opening for an RF engineer skilled in testing of television broadcast systems. Duties will include the operation and maintenance of the RF test bed located at the ATTC. A knowledge of video, audio, and especially RF are required. Experience in trouble shooting RF equipment is required. Contact: Executive Director, Advanced Television Technology Center, 1330 Bradrock Drive, Suite 200, Alexandria, Virginia 22314 (phone) 703-739-3290 (fax).

ASSISTANT CHIEF ENGINEER

Immediate opening. Requires thorough knowledge of studio equipment, including Beta Cam field recorders and editing equipment. RF and Computer skills a big plus. Minimum of 3 Yrs. Broadcast experience is required. Send resume to: Artie Shinn, Chief Engineer, KSBW-TV, P.O. Box 1799, El Paso, TX 79999 Fax (915) 496-4590 E.O.E.

CHANCELLOR BROADCASTING COMPANY

Due to unprecedented growth and market opportunities, CBC has several immediate openings for Radio Chief Engineer positions in large and major markets including Minneapolis, Long Island, Sacramento and others. Individuals must have at least 5 years hands-on experience with AM/AM and FM operations from studio to transmitter, and strong computer hardware knowledge. SBE certification and/or General FCC license preferred. Send letter and resume to: Mark Stenzel, Engineering Department, 1440 Ethan Way, Suite 200, Sacramento, CA 95825, or fax to (916) 646-9409. EOE/EEO No phone calls please.

AM-FM-LPTV, same ownership over 20 years needs experienced, hands-on Chief Engineer knowledgeable in computer, digital, audio, video and RF. Resume and salary requirements to: One Broadcast Center Plaza, IL 60545. Attn: Larry Nelson. FAX (630) 552-9313. EOE.

CHIEF ENGINEER & SERVICE TECHNICIAN

New York Post Production Facility seeking Chief Engineer and Service Technician. Must be experienced with component level troubleshooting, repair and maintenance. Please FAX resume to: Peter Yahrr, 112-398-9660.

MAINTENANCE ENGINEER

Full-time position for individual with experience in broadcast television including troubleshooting and repair of studio audio/video equipment, transmitters and computer systems. FCC license/SBE certification preferred. Resumes to: Chief Engineer, WNDB/WDCO, P.O. Box 966B, Washington, DC 20016. Equal Opportunity Employer.

FOLLOW THE LEADER

Sony's Business and Professional Group is seeking the following broadcast professionals:

Senior Video Systems Design Engineers

We are looking for seasoned engineers to design large-scale digital audio/video facilities, including floor plans, equipment rack layouts and detailed signal flow diagrams. Candidates must have 5+ years' experience with state-of-the-art analog and digital A/V, production and broadcast facilities and be especially strong in systems engineering design and technical problem-solving. Fluency in MS Excel or Windows is required; AutoCAD, Word and Access knowledge is a plus. Team building, communication skills and the ability to work with minimal supervision are also key. We have both regular and contract positions available, but all require full-time presence at our San Jose facility. Some travel during installation/testing will be required. (Job # CY-BE0)

Software Project Support Engineer

Work closely with software designers and engineers to develop, implement and manage support projects to provide guidance in their support plan development. Your focus will be in the area of technical and management support for new software products from design through deployment. Position requires a BS or equivalent with 5+ years of experience in software development. You must have strong troubleshooting/development capabilities relating to software-based systems. Programming experience in C/C++ and knowledge of Windows/NT is highly desirable. (Job # LG-BE1)

Software Systems Engineers

Perform system engineering design for complex video system control software team. You will work with a software development team to implement the next generation of Sony professional broadcast systems, consisting of both hardware and software components. Position requires 5+ years of experience in design and development of complex hardware and software systems. Solid disciplined systems design and architecture background required. Background in digital video hardware is preferred, as is an understanding of object-oriented programming. (Job # LG-BE2)

Software Product Support Engineer

Manage all technical support for products such as Sony's Integrated Duplication Operation, Video Store, and Edition Station. You will review all technical documentation, actively problem-solve and act as a liaison between factory design and support, and marketing, field service and product sales. Position requires a BS in EE or CS with 7+ years of experience developing and supporting software-based products and 2+ years with servicing or designing Sony products. (Job # CY-BE2)

Project Managers

Responsible for the management of resources to execute fully-integrated broadcast systems. Must be able to complete projects on time and within budget. The ideal candidate will bring 5+ years of project management in broadcast or product systems. (Job # CY-BE3)

Senior Instructor

Present training courses focusing on the television industry's standard production techniques and technologies. This involves developing and implementing courses associated with the introduction of new technologies, products and services intended for the video industry. Position requires a BA/BS or MFA in TV production, broadcasting or communications with 5+ years' experience in broadcast or industrial production. (Job # CY-BE4)

Senior Marketing Manager

Develop and direct marketing strategy for the broadcast industry. This includes video file server-based automation systems, master control routing switches and related products. Position requires 10+ years of extensive marketing experience in broadcast or other closely related industry. (Job # CY-BE5)

Please send your resume, INDICATING CODE OF INTEREST, to: Sony Electronics Inc., Attn: Professional Staffing, MS SJ-2C2, 3300 Zanker Road, San Jose, CA 95134-1901. FAX: (408) 955-5166. E-mail (in ASCII text): sj_jobs@mail.sel.sony.com.

For more information, visit our Web site at: http://www.sel.sony.com/HV/EOE.

Put your ad message in the help wanted section of Broadcast Engineering classifieds! Promote your company and post a job opening! Call today!

1-800-896-9939  Fax 913-967-1735
January is the start of a new year, and we're supposed to reflect on the last year and swear to resolutions for our future behavior. These are things that should be avoided by engineers. If there are changes to be made, we'd be doing them now rather than waiting for an artificial hodometer to clack across to a new number. It's increasingly painful to enter a new year, not because of aging or the hangover from another Scottish Hogmanay, but because of the little changes. Recognizing that it really doesn't matter if you put the right year on checks because nobody at the bank looks at them or the budget year you used to look forward to now starts in September or on average, 50 to 75 new laws became effective — at least half of them involving us motorist-career-criminals.

I become more morbid at the end of the year; 1996 saw the death of a number of friends, including four ex-colleagues in a single accident. But it's wrong to turn this quasi-technical forum into a techie obituary, however tempting it is.

The new year should be about foretelling the future. Of course, if I could be sure of the channels I'm using, I would already have bought the first major winning California lottery ticket of 1997; but I haven't, so we'll stick with video predictions.

A look down the road

With hundreds of thousands of DVD players in warehouses, it doesn't take a genius to recognize that the November agreement on copy protection was a little too late to get the product moving for Christmas; but the players will be out by March, and maybe some really good disks will be out by summer. And? Well, knowing the next generation of lasers is already in the offing, with a tripling of disk capacity, I'll just sit back and wait for awhile.

This will be the year of the “just-noticeable difference” (JND). Actually, it probably will be another year for JNDs, because although they may be revised, they sure aren't new. Every past attempt at JNDs has been incredibly logical — and mostly unsuccessful. Perhaps the most common JND is the decibel (dB), which is supposedly the JND for the average ear's ability to detect level changes.

Other JNDs are in the “k” rating system in the British version of video measurements and in the creation of standard chromaticity triangles. Neither is exactly an everyday interpretation of quality. But in the measurements arena, the problems of finding out what's happening with digital signals seem to defy any other logical approach. You can't test a digital processing path with current test signals; they're not even a vague challenge to a codec. You could set up bouncing, breathing, rotating zone patterns and you can certainly invent such a pattern that will “break” every codec made. But what does that tell you? And if you use standard moving test patterns, like zone plates, how do you agree on the measurements?

The set of Sarnoff test signals (real-world types of pictures) will be the standard for JNDs this year. In a test path, the standard signals will be generated, allowed to go through all the processing and paths and then, at the receive point, will be compared to a locally generated set of the same patterns. The differences will be viewed and measured in JNDs.

Predictions were the order of business at COMDEX. In the semiconductor industry, there are many recipients of confidential Intel documents relating to the power needs of the next X86 microprocessors. These companies are all under non-disclosure agreements, but the demands of the future processors are so incredible that few can keep from, at best guffawing, at worst crying, about Intel's vision of the future and the weekly changes in the specifications. It's so easy in the digital world to reduce voltages on ICs that it's easy to overlook possible consequences.

The talk is now of PC supplies being at 3V with currents of more than 40A. This creates mind-boggling design problems for the power-conditioning products and printed-circuit boards. But wait, there's more: Andy Grove made some predictions. In the year 2011, the number of devices in a microprocessor will have increased from 5.5 million up to 1 billion and clock frequencies will have increased from 200MHz up to 10GHz.

The combination of power supplies of 3V/40A and RF frequencies of 10GHz just doesn't make any layout sense on what we think of today as motherboards; does anyone have any idea how this can be done? And what semiconductor process can be used for the microprocessor? I guess we'll find out when we get there.

Paul McGoldrick is a free-lance writer and consultant based on the West Coast.
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With two new choices in agile demodulators, you have more reasons than ever to choose Videotek. At half the price of our competition, this foursome of demods with full front panel control, brings in up to 192 channels and has features that include Pro channel, zero carrier pulse, synchronous and envelope detection, simultaneous stereo and SAP capabilities, plus two baseband outputs.

Two of the models, the DM-192 and DM-154 have been specifically designed for FCC compliance testing. For other applications, the DM-145 and DM-141A round out our product family.

Innovation in agile demodulators has been our specialty for two decades, making Videotek the wise choice.
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Call today to take advantage of our FREE 30-day trial or to receive a copy of the white paper report "Agile Demodulators in the Cable TV Industry." Contact Joy Bozeman at 1-800-800-5719 or e-mail your request to 104472.577@compuserve.com.
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32x32 Routing
Used To Be Expensive

120 MHz
2RU Frame

No longer! Via32, a 32x32 or 32x16 video/audio modular routing switcher in a two rack frame at prices & specifications that will give our competitors headaches. Coming Soon! The Via32 will be available in both an AES/EBU version and a serial digital version with plug in serial BNCs, Fiber, and ECL inputs & outputs. Control Via32 with your choice of dozens of panels or use our PC software "Router Works" on the built-in RS-232 port. Call Leitch For Routing Remedies.
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